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THE HISTORY OF VILLAGE wise, for often the same land has been re- 

IMPROVEMENT IN THE UNITED purchased for public use at large expense. 

STATES. BY WARREN H. MAN- The extent of the illegitimate encroach- 

NING ment of private individuals upon lands re- 

served for the common good was not realized 

HE precursor of the American vil- in Massachusetts until Mr. J. B. Harrison 

lage improvement movement was ‘investigated for The Trustees of Public 

the early New England village Reservations the status of such lands in the 

Common,—the people’s forum, the — sea-shore towns. A typical example of his 

center of their social and industrial life, a findings will suffice: 

place of recreation, and on it, at Lexington, “Marshfield formerly had a Common. In 

was the opening act of that great drama — carliest times it was the training field. The 

that led to American independence. Early, town gave a religious society a perpetual 

especially English, colonists set apart liberal i : 
portions of land to be used by householders in 
common for public landings, pasturage, and Fe eg a ae ae 

from which to secure timber, sedges, and the pe aaa = ee . ae 

like,—all under restrictions imposed by the re a 2 é ees i ate Aca 

citizens in town meeting. This Common was ry Oe. or ae a ep “a 
2 : ; cee AR gee at first an irregular plot ora very wide street, . pails : gn ss oy es - i) eee 

around or along which the village grew. ea aoe 
Many are still retained, sometimes little, Beg ee eee See 
sometimes much, diminished by unauthor- 

ized encroachments of adjacent property Se ea AS ea A 
owners or by the town’s permitting public BIDE Preece one 
or semi-public buildings to be placed upon — lease of a part of it as a site for its chapel, 
them. Public landings have suffered even and then ran a public road curving diagon- 
more from private appropriation, and most — ally through what remained. During recent 
of the “‘eommon lands” lying away from years various persons have obtained permis- 

the villages became “proprietary land,” at sion to build sheds on the remnants of the 
an early date, by such acts as the following: Common, and there is not much of it left for 
Malden, Massachusetts, in 1694, voted: “Yt future appropriation.” 

ye Common be divided; bottom and top yt That street trees were appreciated in the 
is land and wood,” and it was ordered that — earliest days is evinced by the action of a 
commissioners making the division “employ town meeting in Watertown, Massachusetts, 

an artist to lay out ye lots.’ While such in 1637, which passed a vote “to mark the 
acts were legitimate, they were not always shade trees by the roadside with a ‘W? and 
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\ 
fineing any person who shall fell one of the roads were established over which they dare 

trees thus marked 18 shillings.” That this not reach and, more recently, from the 

interest was continuous is made evident by growth of a public sentiment against such 

the age of existing homestead and roadside encroachments which they dare not chal- 

trees, very many of which are between one _ lenge. 

hundred and two hundred years old. This That this early interest in village im- 

appreciation did not, however, extend far © provement was more pronounced in the 

beyond the residential districts, for lumber- older Eastern States,especially in New Eng- 

men and farmers very generally appropri- land, than elsewhere,was probably due to the 

ated to their own use all valuable trees on more compact and direct method of local 

the public ways unless close to their houses. government represented by the New Eng- 

Notwithstanding this, there were always land town meeting and by the antecedents 

agreeable, if not always stately, woodland of the first settlers. Many causes have con- 

drives, for it required from thirty to fifty tributed to the growth of this movement that 

years for a crop to grow. sprang into being in the earliest days, and 

To the village Common outlying roads struggled for years in the forests of new 

rambled in by graceful curves over lines of | movements, and against the weeds of selfish 

least resistance as established by Indians, by _ interest, until it is now a sturdy growth with 

cows, and by men of good sense. Later, many stout branches and a promise of great 

that man of “much skill” and less sense, the fruitfulness. There has been a growing 

turnpike engineer, by projecting his roads recognition of the distinct utility and the 

on straight lines, regardless of hill, dale, or continuous growth in beauty of tree and 

water, managed, at great cost, to ruin much — shrub-planted streets and public reserva- 

of beauty and convenience, just as the road- tions and of rural roads following lines sug- 

builders of the West are following section gested by nature. This growth in beauty, 

lines with, however, the frequent additional exercising the refining influence that such 

disadvantage of the zig-zag course along growth always does, brought about such a 

two sides of each section. Such engineers quickening of public opinion that unlovely, 

and the surveyor who made his plans of untidy, and unsafe public and_ private 

streets and lots on paper from plotted prop- grounds and public ways, once passed un- 

erty-lines and angles without levels and with noticed, became so painfully obvious that 

little regard to existing surface conditions action was demanded. At the same time 

or existing streets, were then and are now _ the value of beauty, convenience, and safety 

destroying great beauty at unnecessary cost. as an asset was made obvious by the attrac- 

In the early days these outlying roads were tiveness of towns so fayored to persons of 

of liberal width, usually four, often ten, culture and means who were seeking perma- 

and sometimes more, rods wide. Such roads nent or summer homes. 

have also been much encroached upon by A first evidence of organized effort to pro- 

adjacent property-owners. mote these objects appeared in the Agricul- 

The first checks to the petty local land tural Societies that grew out of the earlier 

and timber thieves came when permanent “Societies for Promoting the Arts.” They 
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VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT 

were formed in South Carolina, Pennsyl- point of view, whose writings did not, how- 

vania, and Massachusetts a few years before ever, receive their full recognition until 

the end of the eighteenth century. They much later. 

gave considerable attention to the improve- In 1851, President Fillmore invited An- 

ment of home grounds, to street-tree plant- drew J. Downing to make and execute de- 

ing, and to the preservation and reproduc- signs for the development of the public 

tion of the forest. That of Massachusetts, grounds near the Capitol and about the 

for example, in 1793, offered prizes to per- White House and Smithsonian Institution, 

sons who should cut and clear the most land nearly all of which were completed before 

in three years, and for the most expeditious his tragic death in 1852. In 1857, Central 

method of destroying brush without plow- Park and the first Park Commission were 

ing; but answers of questions sent out at this established in New York. Downing, by his 

time showed so alarming a decrease in the writing and work, initiated the movement 

forest areas that the policy was reversed and _ that led to the acquirement of Central Park, 

prizes were offered for forest plantations but its plan was made and executed by Fred- 

and the management of wood-lots. This erick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux. It 

same Society endowed one of the first botanic was the first public park, as distinguished 
gardens, and is still engaged in good works. from the smaller and simpler Common, or 
The development in such societies of the the great wild park “reservations” of recent 
horticultural interest led, in the first half of days. It was reserved for Mr. Olmsted to 
the nineteenth century, to the formation in make, in 1885, the greatest and most dis- 
several States of horticultural __ Sete 

societies that gave much more | 3 ios : 7 
attention to these objects and mS ii ag a Os bs ad 

occasional attention to public | u ; ly re NH eG Ki tis) Vd 7 CAs 
reservations. " ( eh a yy ty y a Nes ale Kite) 

During and just after the ve) tal Val a AN Ree Bea 

same period, a number of hor- ea erie TM is RY We '- y Bean 

ticultural magazines came in- ‘ sieht At Ne i v 
to being under the direction » je Re A : ees = 

of such men as A. J. Down- 5 Sec ee 

ing, Thomas Meehan, and C. os = 4 s ie ee — 
M. Hovey, and some literary 2% : Stat aes See rie cele 

BS < Figure II. Lexington Common, 1904 
magazines, especially Put- 

nam’s, gave space to the writers on village tinctively American advance in city and 

improvement. Then came the group of town planning in his design for the Park 

writers represented by Bryant and Emerson, System of Boston, to be followed, in 1893, 

whose keen insight into and close sympathy _ by the still larger conception of Mr. Charles 

with nature was transmitted to so many of Eliot in his report upon a Metropolitan 

their readers, and, above all, Thoreau, the Park system around the same city. Both 

Gilbert White of America, with a broader of these projects have since been realized. 
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Figure HI 

It is very significant that two well-marked by the organization of the first village im- 

phases of the “improvement of towns and provement society by Miss Mary G. Hop- 

cities” should have developed at almost the kins, at Stockbridge, Mass., in 1853. 

same time. First, in a studied plan of Equally significant as indicating the impe- 

public grounds, at Washington in 1851, to tus the movement is to attain, was the action 

be followed by the acquirement of a public — of the national Government a quarter cent- 

park and the appointment of a Park Com-  ury later in acquiring great reservations, 

mission in New York in 1857, and second, — first, like the Yellowstone Park, for their 
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VILEAGE IMPROVEMENT 

natural beauty, then, later, as forest reserva- turist,” “Hovey’s Magazine,” ‘Putnam’s 

tions for economic reasons, and such battle- Magazine,” the “Atlantic,” ‘Harper’s,” 

grounds as that of Gettysburg, on account and others. Much of this writing and the 

of their historical associations. y few books devoted to the subject, such as 

The first powerful impetus to village im- Downing’s “Rural Essays,” Scott’s “Sub- 

provement was given by B. G. Northrup, urban Home Grounds,” and Copeland’s 

Secretary of the Connecticut State Board of “Country Life” had more to do with the 

Education, who, in his report of 1869, wrote improvement of home grounds than with 

upon “How to Beautify and Build up Our town planning. It was reserved for Mr. 

Country Towns,” an article which he states | Charles Mulford Robinson in his very recent 

was received with ridicule. He thereafter “Improvement of Towns and Cities” and 

for years wrote much, lectured often, and, ‘Modern Civie Art” to give a permanent 

before 1880 had organized not less than one place in our literature to that phase of the 

hundred societies in the New England and work of town and city improvement, al- 

Middle States. His writings were pub- though Bushnell, Olmsted, and others con- 

lished by the daily papers, and the “New tributed to the subjects in reports, maga- 

York Tribune” republished and offered for zines, and published addresses. 

sale, in 1891, at three dollars per hundred, During this same period a broader and 

his ‘Rural Improvement Associations,” deeper interest in forestry and tree-planting 

which he first published in 1880. Tt is in- was stimulated, especially in the Middle 

teresting to note some of the objects espe- West, by such men as John A. Warder, of 

cially touched upon in this pamphlet: “To Ohio, and Governor J. Sterling Morton of 

cultivate public spirit and foster town pride, Nebraska, at whose suggestion Arbor Day 

quicken intellectual life, promote good fel- was first observed in his State, and there 

lowship, public health, improvement of officially recognized in 1872. By the ob- 

roads, roadsides, and sidewalks, street lights, servance of this day a multitude of school- 

public parks, improvement of home and children and their parents have become in- 

home life, ornamental and economic tree- terested in tree-planting on home and school 

planting, improvement of railroad-stations, grounds. For this, Mr. Morton deserves 

rustic roadside seats for pedestrians, better- the same recognition that belongs to Mr. 

ment of factory surroundings.” Other men Clapp and the Massachusetts Horticultural 

active in the movement during this period Society for the beginning and promoting of 

were B. L. Butcher, of West Virginia, and the equally important school-garden move- 

Horace Bushnell, in California. ment. 

That this activity made its impress upon Little do we appreciate to what Dr. War- 

the literature of the day will be evident to der’s forestry movement has led in the West. 

those who read “Village and Village Life,” It has, by its encouragement of homestead 

by Egleston, “My Days at Idlewild,’ by N. plantations, greatly modified the landscape 

P. Willis, and to those who search the files of the vast central prairie region of our con- 

of the “New York Tribune” and “Post” and tinent. What was an endless and monoto- 

the “Boston Téanscript,” “The Horticul- nous sea of grass is now a great procession 
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THE CRAFTSMAN 

of ever-changing vistas between groups of _ literature that has drawn thie people so close 

trees. It has resulted in our Government’s to nature that they are seeing and feeling 

establishing fifty-three reservations contain- keenly the beauty of the common things 

ing sixty-two million acres of public forests right about them, and drawing away from 

managed by an efficient department, in es- the meagreness, garishness, and conyention- 

tablishing state forest commissions and res- ality of the lawns and lawn planting of the 

ervations, in the formation of national, state period that followed the decline of the rich, 

and local forestry associations, many of — old-fashioned garden of our grandmothers, 

which give quite as much attention to the and began with the vulgar “bedding-out” 

forest as an element of beauty in landscape craze that followed displays at the Philadel- 

and to the preservation of roadside growth phia Centennial. Then came the World’s 

and encouragement of public and private Fair at Chicago, where many men of many 

tree-planting for beauty alone, as they doto arts worked earnestly in harmony, as they 

the economic problems. In Massachusetts had never done before, to produce an har- 

Se ee ae i monious result. This bringing together of 

fi LE THE” Giilfoute PES Nea f artists in the making of the Fair, gave a 

| SPRINGFIELD, * tremendous impetus to civic and village im- 

i ¢ CrorPrutecting Society, provement activities, in common with all 

ie others. 
k : teres PORES LES The American Park and Outdoor Art 

ee "T payitt kgpdloniag Association, organized in Louisville in 1897, 

fee Se: Made OE oe and giving special attention to the public 
Hl ee S ae ces ee park interests, was the first national associa- 

i eee ene eI es tion representing the interests under review. 

ee ne aterm In 1900, the American League for Civie 

Figure LV. Diplomads he SEunenels Tree Protect- _Tmprovement was formed at Springfield to 

give special attention to improvement asso- 

such an association secured laws placing all ciations, in the promotion of which it has 

town roadside growth in charge of a Tree been most efficient. The League for Social 

Warden. The importance of a centralized, Service, of New York, is another most effi- 

instead of the individual property-owner’s cient association working along similar lines, 

control, of street trees is receiving general but giving more attention to sociological 

recognition. Mr. Wm. F. Gale, the City subjects. This year the first State associa- 

Forester of Springfield, Mass., by his en- tion of village improvement socicties was or- 

listment of school children as street tree de- ganized in Massachusetts. The Association, 

fenders, has shown how centralized control _ first referred to, invited representatives of all 

may greatly stimulate individual interests. national associations having similar objects 

A little later in this period there began to _ in view to attend its Boston Meeting in 1902, 

flow from the pens of such men as Hamilton — where the action taken resulted in the forma- 

Gibson, Bradford Torrey, John Burrows, tion of the Civie Alliance, to be general 

John Muir, and Ernest Thompson Seton, a clearing-house for all activities and ideas 
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VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT 

represented by these various associations. who has established experimental farms at 

The leaders of the first two associations, stations, improved all station grounds, main- 

feeling that greater efficiency could be tained a school on wheels with twelve in- 

secured by working together, have taken ac-  strectors in improved farming, road-mak- 

tion toward a merger, the following sections ing, gardening, and the like, and has agents 

being suggested for the new association : in towns to organize improvement societies, 

Arts and Crafts. distribute good books and pamphlets, and 

City Making and Town Improvement. otherwise promote the work. 

Civic Art. The United States Government is issuing 

Factory Betterment. numerous bulletins that relate to village im- 

Libraries. provement work, and it recognized the im- 

Parks and Public Reservations. portance of the school garden movement by 

Propaganda. sending a special representative, Mr. Dick 

Public Nuisances. J. Crosby, to the School Garden Session of 

Public Recreation. the American Park and Outdoor Art Asso- 

Railroad Improvement. sisae) 

Rural Improvement. Pe fi z 

School Extension. : is 2 oe : ; : 3 

Social Settlements. * See fe oe) 4 Pe 

Women’s Club Work. : im ee “para ie os 
The National Federation of Women’s f& s bd PY 

Clubs, with its membership of over 230,000, ee aa 

has done much to improve towns and cities ff | ‘ ted 

through its local clubs. How important 4 ss . A: ae 
this women’s work is can be known only to MG... “< ie a9 : ; ag ee 
those who can appreciate with what moral LED PO SN 
courage, enthusiasm, and self-denial women Figure V. Newton Heed: Railway station in 

will take up new interests, and how often one 

woman’s persistency and persuasiveness is ciation at its Boston meeting. ‘The Nation- 

the impelling force behind important move- al Educational Association also devoted a 

ments for the public good. session to the same subject at its last mect- 

One of the best evidences that beauty and ing. Among universities, Cornell has done 

good order pay, is given by the action of great good in establishing courses, and in 

railroad corporations throughout the coun- sending out pamphlets on the improvement 

try, which haye, by the improvement of their of home and school-grounds, chiefly under 

station grounds and right-of-way, created the direction of Professor L. H. Bailey. 

everywhere a sentiment in favor of village Through this same agency “Uncle John” 

improvement. Many roads employ a large Spencer has, by letters to and from a 

force of men to care for grounds, and one, multitude of children, brought them to learn 

the Seaboard Air Line, employs and finances much about the objects in their every-day 

an industrial agent, Mr. John T. Patrick, life, by drawing out their powers of observa- 
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tion, reasoning, and expression. Quite as so greatly as to include systems of parks and 

important are the newspapers and maga- parkways for a single city, as outlined by 

zines. ‘They are giving much space to the Mr. Olmsted in 1885 for Boston, on lines 

moyement, and offering prizes for good governed by topographical features, as dis- 

work. The “Chicago Tribune” not only tinguished from a similar system governed 

offered prizes in 1891, but gave a page or by an arbitrary rectilinear plan of streets as 

more to improvement work for several outlined by the same man in his plan of 

months in succession. ‘The “Youth’s Com- Chicago. 

panion” has not only given space to the The next stage was a system of parks, 

work, but has sent out thousands of pam-  parkways, and great wild reservations, in- 

phlets on village improvement of school cluding many towns and parts of several 

grounds. “Garden and Forest,” during its counties, as outlined by Mr. Charles Eliot in 

time, was a powerful agency of the highest his scheme for a Metropolitan Park system 

order under the direction of Professor about Boston, a project similar to that taken 

Charles S. Sargent, and with Mr. W. A. up in the Essex County Park System in New 

Stiles as editor. Of the existing publica- Jersey at a later date. States also are ac- 

tions, “Country Life in America,” “Park quiring land to preserve natural beauty, 

and Cemetery,” “American Gardening,” such as in the Wachusett and Graylock 

“The House Beautiful,” “House and Gar- mountain reservations in Massachusetts ; for 

den,” “Home and Flowers,” “The Chautau- their historic value, as at Valley Forge in 

quan,” and others, give a large share of their Pennsylvania; for the protection of the 

space to improvement work. drainage basin to a city water supply, as in 

} es New York and Massachusetts ; 

ia 1 i for a game and forest pre- 

leer 3 , - serve, as in Minnesota. Two 

al | a" 4 ; States have coéperated in the 

od 3 a r ee % yp C acquirement of a reservation 

N : ae | ia aX . for beauty alone, as at the 
> . rt c P, g a, Sot 8 i ~“ Dalles of the St. Croix, lying 

a . Fo Mog oe ee ae partly in Minnesota and part- 

od a : blll si ae ah ly in Wisconsin, and, further- 

‘ F be K (3 Jee , more, commissions under two 

ms .-7 ay; governments have coéperated 

in accomplishing the same 

He U Sy ees ac tkanten a Menomonie purpose at the Niagara Falls 

Since the appointment of a Park Com- Reservation. 

mission in New York to make and administer As an outcome of all this, we may look for 

a park for the people, nearly every large the establishment of State Park Commis- 

city and many towns have their Park Com- sions, already suggested in Massachusetts, 

mission and public parks, and the responsi- and for which a bill was introduced into the 

bilities of such commissions have increased Minnesota legislature, and. ultimately a 
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National Park Commission to. tie together Good Roads Movement inaugurated by the 
the great national, state, county, city, and bicyclists, and to be further promoted by 
town public holdings that will include such the automobilists. This Good Roads 

dominating landscape features as moun- Movement has already progressed so far as. 
tains, river-banks, steep slopes, and sea and to induce several States to appoint commis- 

lake shores: land for the most part of little sions whose duty it is to see that a connect- 

value for commercial, industrial, or agri- ing system of good roads is secured 

cultural purposes, but of great value as throughout the State, and ultimately across 

elements of beautiful landscapes. The the continent. With the advent of efficient 

selection of such lands will ultimately be automobiles, vehicles, and boats for the: 

governed largely by natural and by eco- multitude, such means of communication 

nomic conditions as established by such will, together with water-ways, make acces- 

bureaus as that of Soil Investigation of the sible every nook and corner of our vast 
Government, which is engaged in investi- domain. At present, large areas of private 
gating and mapping soil conditions, as well : 
as by the Forestry Bureau already referred ii ei 
to, and others. i a 

Already railways, the main arteries of ha. 
such a system, make it possible to reach Be ss 
already established nucleii of a vast Na- : NG 3 ie 
tional Park System, represented by such i : A 
landscape reservations as the national parks ae ts a rs i - eg 
of Mt. Rainer, Yellowstone, Yosenite,Gen- ce “ork gee 
eral Grant, and Sequoya, and by the forest eee ney roe ee ae : 
reservations in thirteen of the Western TRE A ES F Figure VII. Main street, South Hadley, Mass. 
States already referred to. While in the 

beginning, the only consideration of railway property, many lakes, rivers, and some sea- 
companies was the acquirement of a suffi- shore, now in private hands, are opened to 
cient right-of-way upon which to transact the public without restriction: but with an 
their business, they are now improving increase in population and in land values, 
rights-of-way by planting station grounds — the public will be shut out from all points of 
and slopes, and, furthermore, are acquiring vantage that are not held for the common 
considerable tracts of land almost wholly good, as it is now excluded from many miles 
for its landscape value, as seen from princi- of sea-and-lake-shore by private owners, 
pal view-points along their lines. where a few years ago there were no re- 

Auxiliary to the steam roads that tie — strictions. 
cities together, are the systems of electric The work of the village improvement 
roads that are pushing from these cities into societies should be directed toward this 
the country with incredible speed, and our movement to make our whole country a 
public highway system, long neglected, but park. They should stop the encroachment 
now being extensively improved through a of individuals upon public holdings, urge: 
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individuals to add to such holdings by gifts the sun got high and the little booths, their 

of land, fine old trees, or groups of old morning’s work done, were folded away 

trees, in prominent positions, in town or city silently as the white umbrellas that had 

landscapes. Every association should se- probably covered them, the square became 

cure and adopt a plan for the future devel- a bare and lonely place unless—as was like- 

opment of the town as a whole, showing ly to be the case—a fountain bubbled gar- 
street extensions and public reservations to rulously in its center. Then the fresh run- 
include such features in such a way that ning water established a social rendezvous, 
they may become a part of a more extended and about it there was gossip enough to 
system, if this should be brought about in explain the laughter and muttering of the 

the future. ‘These societies should not un- fountain long after the town had gone to 
dertake the legitimate work of town offi- sleep. On rainy days a new value appeared 
cials, such as  street-lighting, street-tree _ in the open space, for people scurried across 
planting, repair of roads and sidewalks. it like leaves before the wind. Usually they 

They should compel the authorities to do hugged the sides of the square, where there 
such work properly, by gathering informa- were arcades or awnings to keep off the sun, 
tion and securing illustrations to show how shop windows to look into, and plenty of 
much better similar work is being done in friends to talk to; but when the rain came 

other places, very often at less cost. They and there was reason to hurry, the square 
should inaugurate activities of which little offered short cuts that were eagerly availed 

is known in their community: such as the of. 

improvement of school and home grounds, There were some who thought that the 
and the establishment of school-gardens and open spaces of a city ceased to be a neces- 
playgrounds. If the policy of such a soci- sity when the markets were driven indoors 

ety be not broad enough to admit the active _ or to especially designated areas, when fresh 

codperations of the ablest men and women water was carried into every house by un- 
of a town, it can accomplish but little. If derground pipes, and the square seemed to 
its methods are not so administered as to have no value save that of occasionally 

instruct up to the highest ideals, its efforts shortening one’s journey, if one were weary. 
are quite as likely to be as harmful as bene- It did look forlorn and dreary. Then there 

ficial. were planned new cities and parts of cities 
without open spaces. 

CONCERNING OPEN SPACES But vast areas of regularly plotted streets 
became monotonous. Then arose the wish 

HIE open spaces of a city are, or to beautify cities, to bring stateliness into 
should be, its ornaments. This is the business district and the soft touch of 

a new rule in city-building, a re- Nature into the regions where the homes 
quirement that was not made in were. The opportunities of the square for 

the old days of civic art when the creation this were perceived and seized. 
of an open space meant the establishment —Modern Civic Art, 
of an outdoor market. In those times when Charles Mudford Robinson. 
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THE SILVERSMITH’S ART IN CON- the Renascence. A respect for art beau- 
TEMPORARY FRANCE. BY JEAN tified the most humble objects. Beside, 
SCHOPFER. TRANSLATED FROM the artist chose and cherished themes which 
THE FRENCH BY IRENE SARGENT | were familiar to all. A Christian, working 

for Christians, he found in the Gospels and 

KE have traversed seven cent- the Lives of the Saints, subjects of which 

uries of the history of the every one understood the significance and 

goldsmith’s art; examining on — felt the emotional power. And as to orna- 

our passage the most remark- ment proper, it was always drawn from the 

able works of the Middle Ages, the Renas- 

cence, the seventeenth and eighteenth cent- + 
uries. We now approach our own times ey 

and our conclusion. Sg , , 

We pass, without slackening our pace, CIC eH KIDS YO0% 

through almost the entire extent of the ee i Rene Sey 
nineteenth century, which will hold an un- : G ath as Hee a 

important place in the history of the deco- j e De fi : 
rative arts. The greatest kindness that we pea 5 Septet = i 
can show to this period is to remain silent A Re = aa = * ‘i ip a 
concerning it. Let it remain humble and } ( ya a. \ ef j ; 

modest as it ought; : he s “es & 4 au ae 
: s A )) for it consummated i - Meee .y b 

aw Re the ruin of the deco- ' ag - ore : 
Be eee - rative arts whose ' a4 i . Fi Ese rae i 4 

Ws Re E long-suspended — ani- pati Sih aa tiers 

13) ‘ahs 2 mation we are to-day = ee ee En Fe 

chal ve _ struggling to restore. Pie mG ¥ , . 
oF 4 If we cast a sweep- agen * se sea a 

2 Ps » ing glance over the ie ee 
eee silversmith’s work of Figure Ib. Reliquary. Designed by Viollet-le-Duc 

R OS 4 3 Executed by Poussielgue 
A ; Re be the seven centuries : 

rs i Ss “a which we have re- flora of the surrounding country. Weod; 
Al oe mt Nie viewed, we see that, meadow and garden provided the foliage, 
— re in the Middle Ages, plants and flowers from which the artist 

it shows a perfection drew the decorative clement of his works. 
Ne aan which has never since In the Renascence, as we have seen, a 

eee vee DRS. been equaled; that, radical change occurred. The subjects of 

Bezecuee Uy eob eel ene further, art was then, works of art were drawn from classical 

as we wish that it were now, within the sources, and, therefore, were understood by 

reach of all. Then it did not exist ex- comparatively few persons. Ornament it- 

clusively for the rich, as it has done since — self ceased to be sympathetic with Nature. 
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The decorative motifs became scrolls of loved by every one, rich or poor, serf or 

Roman acanthus, the egg-and-dart pattern, noble. They became articles of useless dis- 

frets, dentals, Roman pearls, and other play. Nevertheless, manual skill, delicacy 

of execution, the love of the craft and of 

honest, accurate methods, the taste for artis- 

tic things, still survived in the corporations. 

; In the nineteenth century what remained 

4 \ of all that? Nothing. 

sop Eri gt vy i The corporations were dissolved by the 

u Ni i i al . Revolution, and the craft-traditions lost. 

4 ee im b ee 4 The rich, who alone sustained the art-indus- 
Ge, \ iy : eo ie i i ? bs tries, then become the servants of luxury, 

Tir iat = <->" . See 

Shwito = ea oO Sea” a Ay? : s oS 

ert) OP) - a le 

rr = x fa oe 

BS ke E “a a A = 2m a se yer ; 

Maan Ge y 
Figure II, Reliquaries in gilded copper; Notre Dame, ¥ Eas ; 

Paris. Designed by Viollet-le-Duc. Executed by j a 7 
Poussielgue Verner 

classical designs. But a more serious thing % 

occurred, when art, in assuming an antique i : 

form, deserted the people, in order to become f 

aristocratic, and thus effected the most dis- : 3 

astrous change that it has ever suffered. RK ‘ 

Henceforward, art was destined to be a syn- > 5 oe . ¥ 

onym of luxury. It was to exist for the Ss og. 3 

rich alone. The poor were to be deprived 2 (SP ey 

of its soothing presence. Thus, there were 3 et Nat SES 

formed special centers or foci, where, as by ui 

artificial incubation, works of art were scien- igure TH. Reliquary cross: Cathedral of Sens. De- 

tifically produced. Therefore, it is clear why signed by Violletle Duc, Uxecaied Eye cue eae 

these objects no longer could possess that were dispersed. The people had long pre- 

radiance which was their characteristic in viously forgotten that art should be within 

the Middle Ages, when they were seen and — the reach of all. After the violent crisis of 
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the Revolution, a new society formed. Lux- At present, if a fork and spoon be de- 

ury, since it was the sole means by which art — signed, it is not with the intention of mak- 

could be saved, revived. But there arose a ing several dozens of them, according to a 

model which will be the exclusive property of 

asingle person. Rather, it is with the pur- 

2 pose of producing several thousand copies, 
is ‘ : 
iA which will be sold throughout Europe and 

iv . 2 2 
, in the other four quarters of the world,—in 

a Buenos Ayres, in Cairo, in Sidney, Bombay 

Tee ats and New York; since to-day, there are pur- 

. fl Pe im chasers everywhere, and purchasers who are 

ant =| , | not fastidious as to the artistic merit of the 

T. 5 objects which they acquire. Provided that 

| | these objects appear to be artistic, they ask 
! > . ie 
1 for nothing more. If the making of so 

| many thousand pieces of table ware were to ‘ y Pp 
be attempted by hand, it would be an endless 

( + ak t task. But the genius of industrialism, which 
ag 3 , 
2 Sa ae * 

a hee 
ee oe ee | 

RD ia o fa. pes aE S | 

2 Re fe 
RS Ore Ree), asia 

\ Baar ey y) mi 
By 2 RK 

3, “ s ie a. s “as ay : Heh | 
Pitot ot at MONOD: 9 tt ot i‘ 

" : Peeketctaaatk. 3 aaa eat tS) 
Figure IV. Shrine: Sacred Heart, Paris, by Pous- ol \ 

sielgue-Rusand 4 \ s 
| ae oie 

: : HIN cath 
new element which was to crush out whatever 4 re a i 

life remained in the applied arts. This ele- y | oh a 

ment was industrialism. The development i i | 

of commerce and manufactures raised to De ene Aa oer eee 
. | eee al 

affluence new and numerous social strata. = 

When there was an aristocratic art for the ma sma em 

happy few, rare objects, at least, ordered by 

the rich, were wrovght with the greatest Figure V. Shrine: Saint Ouen, Rouen. Designed by 
aa 2 Sauvageot. Executed by Poussielgue-Rusand 

care. A table service was executed for a 

great noble. The silversmith designed it, now rules the world, has devoted itself to the 

even modeled and executed it, if need there decorative arts: the machine which is else- 

were, in company with his workmen. where so powerful, produces also works of 
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art. Those who buy, and who to-day have | ‘ 

no conception of the artistic quality which A 

may belong to an object of ordinary use, : ies 

are satisfied, and they demand nothing fur- f ss 

ther. They believe that they possess artistic ‘A oe A 

silverware, because their pieces are coarsely 4 im Ch al x Ay 

imitated from old models. Silversmiths are \ ta th 

no longer—or very rarely—artisans. They ] ial ly eS 
are manufacturers, pure and simple. They | i ey i “ 

are forced to establish the conditions of HLM Va i) - 
ALR OOO : 

their production precisely after the manner =e 

of steel manufacturers. It is necessary to — 

produce rapidly and in quantity, in order $4.2 Fes 

to prevent the offer of lower prices from é yy ‘ Ri t 

competitors. On the other hand, the public bi Hi hy 

no longer possesses the taste for art and for eS a Ny ; , 

well-wrought things. There are to-day few 2) Md eI My 4 Agee 

srsons who are willing to pay the price of pe een. are persons w g to pay price fo OO A 

the special care and the length of time de- * > pei . 

manded by a unique object which is lei- + 

surely made. In the modern shops devoted Psi Enea pee eho ke. 

: : oe ee Teer to the production of gold-and-silver work, 

eH ? ie ae labor has been divided, as in all other indus- 

: E tries. When one hundred artisans are em- 

3 | ployed, they are cach one specialists: one is 

‘nt ; a designer, a second a beater, a third melts 

: i oy 4 : t the metal, a fourth chisels, a fifth polishes, 

q stony 4! f and so on indefinitely. 

d me FA 4 ip Low “| if Am ha Formerly, an object had an artistic char- 

| Pha ee ‘a i acter, because it bore the manual sign of the 

ae eee a ; smith who had made it, with the aid of a 

is + f ey a ' few chosen workmen. One perceived in it 

: | qe) pa 4 an intention, a will, a personality, which 

i eee 7 gives an artistic value spontancously to a 

qer F i rx in ere <a work. In our own times, what personality 

ee can we hope to find in a piece which has 
rr oe, 4 

” | is . passed through the hands of ten different 

: : : c workmen, after having been designed by a 
Figure VI. Shrine: Saint Ouen, Rouen. Designed by ey ae 

Sauvageot. Executed by Poussielgue-Rusand specialist who, too much absorbed in his own 
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function. They do not put their hand to 

cae labor, if it be not with the pencil. They 

iis work, not with metal, but upon paper ; they 

oa # oes Y ne understand but vaguely the nature of the 

ee GRESUCHO EZ, material into which their thought is to be or NG We ace 
ee = ot 7 EB translated. Therefore, the indifferent re- 

= Beet A pe sults obtained by such collaboration as we 

as a gt ce have described, are not surprising. SE ae fie > 5 
AR BS Pe ERR Viollet-le-Duc, the distinguished art-his- 

Lif ey, ISR, SS torian of the Middle Ages, had studied pro- 

fi es SE foundly the technical processes of various 
eed 

Tee crafts. He knew exactly the proper treat- 

i F ment for each material: what forms, what 

Ty i | style of ornament could be employed with 

aA i ca e success. A contemporary worker in the 

Be OP ce precious metals, M. Poussielgue-Rusand, 

Le =< . some of whose interesting pieces we illus- 

SY hl >" trate, told me that his father, also a gold- 
r NE S 

a gt OPE Eo) 92 Ga eet 

Figure VIII. Monstrance. Poussielgue-Rusand : , 

task, has never had the time to execute any a A 

one of the innumerable objects which he has Ree ) % 

created upon paper? There exists a grave Aw Use y 
danger in the subdivision of labor. The SSN 

5 : 9/7 a 
man who designs an object and the one who : a) pe 

: es fe 
translates into metal, should be one and the 7 res g 

Reece y - BURY A Be 
same individual. Every material has, so to J EIR 

speak, its own life and laws, and makes its ys ™ ne 
own special demands. The facts of its ex- iy : 

a 

istence in detail are known only to one who oes 

has long wrought in it. It does not reveal » = 

its secrets to the passing stranger. The Sago 4 i ‘ 
: . . Seas oe as 

admirable results obtained by the old-time ~~ si Ree :, a 

artisans were due precisely to the very inti- ; oS Loe BESS 
. : : si Pa ea js 

mate acquaintance which they possessed with hig pee ONE i, 

their chosen medium of expression. They * a . BORE’ Rr 
‘ ; i‘ ae a WANS te 

themselves designed the objects which they = + ey = 

were to execute. But to-day there are dee" : i 
. ¢ é Figure IX. Monstrance, Designed by Corroyer 

signers who restrict themselves to that sole Executed by Poussielgue-Rusand 
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and-silver-smith, had executed several im- everything conspired to hasten the deca- 

portant pieces designed by Viollet-le-Duc, dence of the applied arts, and I leave to my 

and that in so doing he had been surprised readers the care of recognizing the condi- 

to find how easily the drawings could be _ tions of the art-industries in modern society. 

translated into silver or bronze, and what Instead of illustrating a few examples of 

exact knowledge of material and of technical — what has been done within these last hundred 

process the designer had acquired, through — years, I prefer to limit myself to such con- 

temporary works as show the first faint indi- 

i cations of a revival of decorative style. But 

f a it is first necessary to say a word regarding 

FOES _ the evolution of taste in the nineteenth cent- 

eae. G. ury. Up to the middle of that period, the 

~ i Icha fo classic styles remained in favor, above all, 

_¥ ad am the Louis XV. and the Louis XVI. In the 

gd yl Cr ‘ cee French classic epoch, no one suspected that 

pie Sera there had been an art of the Middle Ages. 

Pee oe All that had preceded the Renascence was 

oN Ne et / ee E characterized as barbarous. During the 
2 x Aik iia : ; nineteenth century, the Romantic movement 

ery, : in literature caused modern France to ac- 

" x F quaint itself with the Middle Ages. Victor 
: es & % 7 Hugo wrote “Notre Dame de Paris.” His- 

ND By torical scholars turned toward the same 

i e t period. Viollet-le-Duc began his studies in 

i Romanesque and Gothic art ; and it was soon 

Aq recognized with astonishment approaching 

okt stupor, that the great epoch of French art 

j iF = was not the seventeenth and eighteenth, but 

ME A rather the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 

¥ ttn en, Viollet-le-Duc, Lassus, Mérimée, and others 

sae ; revealed the beauties of the truly national 

Figure X. Monstrance, Poussielzue-Rusand pene 
Then arose violent discussions between 

his studies in the history of the art of the — the classicists who accepted nothing but an- 
Middle Ages. Viollet-le-Duc understood _ tiquity and the champions of the art of the 

that the decorative arts are not to be restored Middle Ages. The fine and the decorative 

by theories; that they must be revived by arts felt the reaction of these disputes. The 

giving to workmen a stronger love of their mediaeval style was adopted in architecture. 

craft and the time necessary for the achieve- But nowhere did the new ideas exert a 

ment of their work. stronger influence than upon the maker of 

Thus, during the nineteenth century, objects in the precious metals devoted to 
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ecclesiastical uses; for to him 

were discovered the works of ; 

a past wholly French and s % 
; esce id Eo r snes ES A a 

racial. It is evident that an- erences ot ave a ar i 

tique ideas have nothing to i oe - Rotten arate 

offer in the decoration of a i: (ee LENS Raa ee me Rt ee ane a a eer ay Cee ea ge Varn h)e monstrance or a shrine. The UP U0 A i aD OND ENR cen 

great religious centuries of op Ree a CONS 3 “3 
the Middle Ages left admir- Tee he eo a at HON 4 

able works of art, together Ce ae as 4 5 a i. Re a EER OF 

with church and altar fur- Ha oe | a 7 F 

mel ings, all of which were A sae H | es 3 . a ae x 

exquisitely adapted to their ieee ag oe penx ernest 
uses. Owing to the influence 1 ea mee 

of these objects, workers in, Pcie his hea a : a 4 cae ay 
the precious metals sought in — aP ‘ 

: Figure XI. Shrine. Armand-Calliat 
mediaeval art models for 

their pieces designed to the service of the win, count of Flanders, are seated in 

Church. We must quote in this history of arm-chairs at the base of the reliquary. 

the evolution of taste the name of Viollet-le- On the upper part are seen the twelve 

= Duc, who designed a apostles. The statuettes are the work of 

Ge. large number of re- Geoffroi de Chaume; the decorative sculp- 

S € ligious pieces; as ture was done by Villeminot; the whole 

qs Ye, also the name of was designed by Viollet-le-Duc, and execut- 

Nd J Poussielgue-Rusand, ed by Poussiclgue. We give the photo- 

air 4 the craftsman who graph of a shrine designed by Viollet-le- 

x C , executed the greater Duc, in the style of the thirteenth century 

\ part of the designs (Figure Ib). It is also interesting from 

\ of the first-named the point of view of execution; having been 

/ a artist. From the made, after the manner of the Middle Ages, 

A\ collaboration of the with sheets of copper, riveted to a wooden 

a . two resulted several core. ‘The copper is hammered and chiseled. 

24 \) of the important Two reliquaries (Figure II) are also the 

y . pieces of the Treas- work of Poussielgue, executed: after the 

: ‘ ury of Notre Dame, design of Viollet-le-Duc; as also a very 

eee § Paris; as, for exam- beautiful reliquary from the Cathedral of 

HS # Pl ple, the Reliquary Sens (Figure II.). No one has possessed 

el ioe of the Crown of a more profound knowledge of the art of 

=r 2. Thorns (Figure Ia). the Middle Ages, as to concept, form and 

a ue — ME Saint Louis, Saint method than Viollet-le-Duc, and we can rest 

ent a eoneny Helena and Bald- assured that in his designs he commits no 
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error of taste or style. His works, more 

than those of any other artist, approach the ¢' 

works of the Middle Ages. Nevertheless, a i P 

a trained eye will instantly recognize that " 

they are modern pieces. This is the differ- NT 

ence which will forever separate the work of 5 a 

art which is spontaneously produced under (é vy 

special social conditions of which it is the i 

growth and flower, from the work which is , Ui Ry 

merely the labored product of the intelli- j ty a: 

gence. ‘There is in these remarkable pieces ! f 

designed by Viollet-le-Duc, a certain ele- i ny Bt 

ment that is dry, artificial and constrained. is ty 

There is in true art a grace, a simplicity, an é t t 

indefinable freedom that we here find want- sae box 

ing. Itis in the France of the Middle Ages Se nate 

i Boy 

. Za\ I, " ay 
re : Ff i ~ Bad yt 

A) 4 a ae ret . a 

i, = exateae 

ed ed 
i ieee alt ca 

ae ee, : 

b Ot Figure XIV. Shrine of Sainte Anne @’Auray. 

Sais ul VA and the Greece of antiquity that we must 

ee ee seek models. Metal work devoted to eccle- 
C hae ara) ee 5 e 
; A siastical uses, from the middle of the nine- 

y Pa kr teenth century, began to profit by the art of 

rh the Middle Ages. Viollet-le-Duc and a 

‘et? craftsman like Poussielgue brought to their 

4 work perfect honesty of method and a true 

f respect for art. It was not the same with 

Pn the craftsmen who imitated them. They 

et i treated the twelfth and thirteenth centuries 

r i * as their predecessors had treated the styles 
5 Af. peat. of Louis XV. and Louis XVI.,—that is, 

. Fe ee with stupidity and coarseness. Original 

=e a es ' ereations were no longer demanded. Excel- 

Tigure XIIL.cWelleary. CArmendcOaliat lences of process and method, however neces-- 
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sary, were disregarded. Execution accom- — which are not short of distressing. I am 

dlished in wholesale quantity, was distress- unable to say whether there will ever be a I 1 Y ) 
renewal of religious art in France; but to 

® gy « * . 
| + institute such a movement it would be neces- 

4 L 4 
of hel 
qh { iS aae 
A \ Bee CO Head s i \ q 41 2 

il sot Lge 5 

H i eae ey i ) a 

i 4 Ce i=; 5) 
pit f >See ee 

ues . Soe iq WS. 
ee = am Figure XVII. Cruets: silver, translucent enamels and 
ieee 65 <a ae Bais glass. Designed by Corroyer. Executed by Pous- 
SEIMEI AT IT Owe sielgue-Rusand 

SSS sary to set fire to the neighborhood of Saint 

r Sulpice. 

There are, however, certain manufactur- 
Figure XV. Chapel lamp. Designed by Guilbert. hee perl ch hnwe roresers ‘ Tcosnte He Pot eiele ee reeea ing houses which have preserved the taste 

for works of art. They conduct commer- 
ing in its standard of quality. Form was — gja] enterprises, for it is necessary to gain a 
equally poor, and we have still to-day, what livelihood; but they also produce artistic 
is k r- as 66a hy, i 7 ” . . are is known as the “article of Saint Sulpice, things, wrought carefully and in a spirit 

from the name of the quarter inhabited by which is rare in our times. We wilustrate a 
~ Pe m ate |W, c TV . . the merchants of church metal-work. There series of works from the Poussielgue- 

is nothing more revolting to the artistic 

ugg, “& &. AX 

: s a We Ny 
Ry ee 

a . f if 
ea. cnt b a4 ns ba aS 2 

Jy ig y ; i xX A) 4 
5 ieee s J a ar we i " ‘ahha, J mt i - * ! oem Ais ae? = f ‘ j " 
Cag Agito: aes a g f i | 

st : fi er a —— 
F ° poh ei ew 

-_ . oo —— = : 

Figure XVI. Altar candlestick and urn. Designed by PigureOcVITL “Oeiata: Designed: Breleniae res 
Guilbert. Executed by Poussielgue-Rusand Executed by Poussielgue-Rusand 

sense than modern Catholic religious art. | Rusand House, which has preserved the tra- 

France exports to all countries atrocities ditions of the excellent craftsman Poussiel- 
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gue, the friend and colleague of Viollet-le- Holy Shroud, from the Cathedral of Cahors 

Duc. These examples are three shrines in Figure VII.) ; a monstrance in gilded cop- 8 g E 
ver (Figure VIII.), somewhat heavy in I 8 d 

gic. 2 style; another charming monstrance (Fig- 

ie: gps a ure IX.), executed 
> OE Se i e z 

Lj Re ERS. after the designs of are 
GZ 2 wee 2 SS. 

faa wees M. Corroyer, the 4 3 “4 
Be VO . : C M 

iS oe eS 4 well-known archi- N 
5 Yi Wi As Saye = B i [} ‘ 

Pa) ON Sy tect. This piece is bs aw eas z : ; oO (Vi 
ean Sis enriched with — fine pcre. OI 

<A Ge ? seat ee : x ay enamels and precious eo Ne 

\¥ 9: Bey Oe fh stones. The mon- J 
A eg nates MW 

‘é NE AN iz) strance of Saint ste 
Qa hasge ; et A J 

voy “ Mermin (Figure a 

te X.), in silver and 7 

: enamels is the work — 

of M. Rapine. It pigure xx. Crozier. Pous- 
Figure XIX. Reliquary tube; Notre Dame, Paris. De- +. cueeessful sielgue-Rusand 
signed by Astruc. Executed by Poussielgue-Rusand 18 @ successful com- 

“ded Ki IV. v LVI position in the style of the twelfth century. 
gilded copper (Figures IV., V. and : a ; : 
a2 ‘ I I \ ‘S Res )s The works which we illustrate are so nu- 
one of which is at the Sacred Heart, at sti 5 
NL f ri IV hile iy merous that it is necessary to classify them. 
Montmartre (Figure IV.) ; while the other : 
‘ Jesi 1 is ie ees We therefore add to the works of Poussiel- 
wo, designed by Sauvageot, are at Saint 3 ‘ : 

0 ‘ i : Work ik ‘ in gilded gue-Rusand which are destined to ecclesias- 
uen at Rouen. orks like these in gildec 5 : a 

I i pe 2 i tical uses, those of the firm of Armand-Cal- 
copper really represent the art of the crafts-  ,. : 

PE i si ve oe liat, at Lyons. These two are, indeed, the 
man in the precious metals. They would i 

: . . only makers of metal objects devoted to 
be treated the same way, if they were in 

silyer-gilt. There is no difference between 

them and objects wrought in silver, whether 

2 - 4 — , 

Ait pe Oey 9 er | : ‘ ; iA 1) ate ans ae \ aed at ‘ 3 ma. 4 yo jo =; 
ox | 7 s 

: | j w 4 

a? . Gnd j si fi 
Figure XX. Crozier. Designed by Leliévre. M y 

Executed by Poussielgue-Rusand i Ls 

¢ | ies. ecg Fae 
they are considered from the point of view | ii Giie Boers 

i ‘ i ss —— i - 
of conception, or from that of execution. ; 

In the same class of objects based upon Figure XXIII. Chalice. Figure XXIf,_ Chalice : 
‘ : : Designed by Corroyer Tree of Life 

mediaeval art, must be placed a shrine of the Both executed by Poussielgue-Rusand 
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as silver, enriched with enamels, and ivory. It 

| 4 is an object of art rather than a commercial 

La hl 4 at article. From the same hand we illustrate 

yy JA \G ; a small silver statuette of the Virgin. It is 

\ We is charming in style and derived from the 

Hy le mediaeval inspiration, but treated freely, 
| f 

\ 
} 4 { - 

\ ’ 
Mi q ue — 

y j oy 
ia Ly ot 

ia te _ a Oe %, ‘ 

TS» ==>, “4 * io eZ a : 1 ee 

* ° at 4 @3 aee 
Figures XXIV and XXV. Chalices. Designed by 4 A U7 

Berker. Executed by Poussielgue-Rusand i Nae yr 4 
Sok Ras teest j 

ecclesiastical uses whom we shall quote. A a ag y 

large reliquary (Figure XI.) from the Ar- ee 

mand-Calliat House is one of the best ex- i 4 oe ] F 

amples of contemporary metal-work de- Ns “ 4 / 

signed for church uses. It is in hammered \ , fe 
- i a /( Dae 

“a EET a 3 Ao 3 
ee oe sue At rea 

ee - ve 

> per ok Se 
a ms +4 » # ae Sa \ 56 . 

Mor aN “4 
ee eS x: }, eee | 

y : Ee SG 
A e | Fa Xi) 

A, allo ee > OS aa ’ 
ee eee OE YR oI ee gear Ay errs Cee , 

er a dc ada ee a eee 
Figure XXVII. Teaurn. Christofle and Company, 

Paris 

and exquisitely executed. Another reliquary 

contains a lock of hair of Henry Fifth, who 
en ee as . 

= never reigned and who was known only 

under the name of the Count of Chambord 

(Figure XIII.). We shall return once 

ox more to Armand-Calliat, in our review of 
Figure XXVI._ Tea and coffee service with specially ; 3 

designed table. Christofle and Company, Paris the secular art of the goldsmith. 
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i Figure XXVIII. Tea and coffee service. Christofle and Company, Paris 

The Renascence and the classical styles Such are the examples of contemporary 

have not been wholly abandoned. A reli- — metal-work designed for church uses, which, 

quary of Sainte-Anne d’Auray, executed based upon former styles, are worthy to re- 

by the Poussielgue-Rusand House (Figure ceive the attention of our readers. It is 

: XIV.), interprets evident that their authors have studied with 

ie Ee ee om finely the style of care, as well as intelligence, the masterpieces 

= < mij \ the Renascence. A of the Middle Ages. But they have also 

: mm lamp (Figure understood that one of the causes of this 

\ J ‘\ | XV.), an altar lost art lay in delicacy of execution, in 

V, \-A candlestick, and an patient, careful, minute work, and they de- 

~ . x urn (Figure _ voted to their works the time necessary fully 

“Riis A XVI), which were to complete them. 

as: executed for the Nevertheless, they did not allow them- 

Figure XXIX. Coffee pot: Chapel of the Rue — selves to grow absorbed in a task of archeo- 

cement Pe eras Jean-Goujon, are logical reconstruction. We are now about 

een in Louis XVI. to meet a series of pieces which manifest a 

style, as is also the sanctuary which they great freedom of mind, and in which there 

decorate. finally appears a new system of ornament, 
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Figure XXX. Centerpiece: Curiosity. Armand-Calliat 
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Figure XXXI. Centerpiece: The Vintage.” Christofle and Company, Paris 
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Figure XXXIII. Centerpiece: “The Oak”; presented to Madame Loubet by the city of Compiégne 
Christofle and Company, Paris 

treated according to the most modern taste, Corroyer. They are of glass and silver; 

and showing itself even where tradition the salver being in silver with translucent 

would, of necessity, be the most powerful enamels. They possess nothing of [Art 

and hold the field closed: that is, in Nowveau, but their rendering of historic 

metal-work designed for ecclesiastical uses. ornament has no element of literalness. Two 

Here are two altar cruets upon a salver other cructs, in green and amethystine glass, 

(Figure XVII.), after the design of M. with silver mountings, were designed by 

eS, |) eee, 
aii emeeand (/ | hie 

a Ss 

ae 
Gj Ncw se cS 

Bee aces hs a agate kes, He EAS 

"A ae it " gsi aN i 
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dere ie ae Ms a 
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% 7 ceed’ 
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slice Sy se ee ee a eae oe lid 
Figure XXXIV. Server: “The Turkeys.” Christofle and Company, Paris. 
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Leliévre, and executed by the Poussielgue- | whom we have several times mentioned (Fig- 

Rusand House. They are still freer in| ure XXI.). They are both interesting: 

fae Vie “et 
;: ye ke. iN ee A , % a a ee “ 

af yy ef Se 
4 aa AF) a Vai . ke ae ee | Sa 

a a raf € if ce 
7 Z Y* is) oy P Za 

i 2 er oo wy AK ji 
A . . Z YY SS Pp 

s g ae a 

Ce " (a iT “a iy ee, sd 

Figure XXXV. Server with carrot and mushroom Figure XXXVI. Server with olive and pimento 
design. Christofle and Company, Paris design, Christofle and Company, Paris 

style, and the foliage is treated in a quite the work of Leliévre being the broader and 

realistic manner (Figure XVIII. ). freer of the two. We further illustrate 

A highly finished work of fine style may from the above-quoted House a chalice of 

be cited in the rock erystal tube of the Treas- gilded silver, extremely clever in composi- 

ury of Notre Dame, which 

contains the Crown of Thorns. pe ipa 

The tube is covered with a 7 # bn oS 
y bel 

branch of that thorny shrub — AN 

which is believed to have pro- od ee ee 8 “AN 

vided a crown for the Christ. fj. oe. digs i 2 e : 

The branch is of chiseled gold 7 og : mite ny oN 

with the flowers in diamonds. ie Me Ba | ee” 

On each face of the tube there eae oe - eS tee 
i iY We : 

are three enameled shields. a) (en? f 

The design of the work comes erie i 

from an architect, M. Astruc, Chas ‘ia ra 

while the execution is due to <j ea ii ee Se ee ei, 

the Poussielgue-Rusand House ©) a ints i inet : 
ms a a Soo aa ie ain a ee 

(Figure XIX.). Wes Come iigave a3 Vil cory ure tn Ualnssateiem nOvan sanna comment) 
now to two episcopal croziers ; Pers. 

the one designed by Leliévre (Fig- tion. <A “tree of life” rises from the base, 

ure XX.); the other by the silversmith and forms the stem of the vase, afterward ex- 
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panding and holding the cup in its branches. we have quoted, that this art, formerly so 

Amid the foliage there appear the Seven _ brilliant, has still preserved something of 

Sacraments and the Cross (Figure XXII.). _ its old vitality. 

Another chalice shows a design by M. Cor- 

royer (Figure X XII1) ; the stem is of lapis 

lazuli mounted in gold, and ornamented by N secular work, it is also necessary to 

cameo medallions. This piece is slightly I choose; for the production has been 

stiff and dry in style, and inferior to two enormous. We shall illustrate only a 

fine chalices executed by the same House, few pieces of two or three houses, so as to 

after the designs of Lelitvre (XXIV.) show the modern interpretation of the his- 

and of Berker (XXV.). In all these pieces torical styles, and, on the other hand, to in- 

we have the beginnings of a new style in dicate the recent efforts made by certain 

lees: Ee - Ts ‘ ¥ te 

je eas Ge A. AV is ae 
ee SENS ee PPR OS OSE SI 

Sawa | ew ee 

Soke eta his eee 1 a ee ae ; ea 
Pigs se inane Sista ae Slee Sea lige SaaS (eee eee 

Figure XXXIX. Centerpiece. Cardeilhac 

ecclesiastical metal-work, which we might artists to escape from classical influences. 

have believed to be frozen for all time into Naturally, production is great in the 

traditional forms. There is perceptible a Louis XV. and Louis XVI. styles. For 

very happy renewal of decorative motifs. therein resides the daily bread of the con- 

The artists have studied life, instead of temporary gold-and-silversmith. In bazar 

copying old models. Without doubt, there — articles,as in the objects of luxury displayed 

is progress to make in conventionalizing in the Rue de la Paix, the eighteenth century 

these forms derived from Nature. But the predominates. Therefore, there is occasion 

tendencies are excellent. for all renderings, from the grossest to the 

Here we shall close the examination of  freest and the most artistic. Some crafts- 

contemporary ecclesiastical work in the men copy without hesitation; others, using 

precious metals. As we have seen, it is historical ornament, produce works which 

owing to the efforts of the two houses which — evidence, at least, an attempt at composition 
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Figure XL. Sycamore tea and coffee service with specially designed table. 
Christofle and Company, Paris
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and arrangement. From this class alone — the finish, the delicacy, the strength of the 

we shall select examples for illustration: for works of the eighteenth century. 

instance, a tea-service from the Christofle A coffee-pot from the Poussielgue- 

House (Figure XXVI.), the details of Rusand House (Figure XXIX.), executed 

which (Figures XXVII. and XXVIII.) after the designs of M. Corroyer, is based 

allow us to appreciate the style and the upon mediaeval lines. It is restrained and 

composition. If it be permitted to produce clegant. It shows the direction which 

works in the historic styles, these escape the might be followed by makers of secular 

© 

. q aes 
” : lami } © ; 

¢ 4 “F ‘a = é 
. 4 J é : Bans 
ee” M2 

nae eho Po ; _ es ee ae 4 
: - E ie ¥ k 7 . x a pl 
re *i i eae \ a 4 

D oe i 

“ ae a ee 5 

¢ et 

, " 1 nn a oped 3 pou Li a a " mF re 

= ‘ 

Figure XLI. Sycamore service. Christofle and Company, Paris 

blame of plagiarism which so many other pieces: a course equally removed from the 

pieces incur. All the elements here em- highway followed by all the copyists of the 

ployed are borrowed from the Louis XVI. historic styles, and from the dangerous 

style, as are also the contours, but the mass- paths into which, at the risk of their artistic 

ing, the composition of the whole, and the existence, the partisans of originality blind- 

design of the ornament show a certain re- ly plunge. 

finement of taste. Further, the execution Let us now examine a series of very costly 

is careful, although it is far from attaining enterprises in which sculpture holds an im- 
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portant place. In these, figures are asso- The Christofle House has executed several 
ciated with ornament, and, therefore, the fine centerpieces which differ altogether 

from historic models. They are broad, dig- 
pike Teo ae ss . S Si 7 Pee nified compositions, such as “The Vintage” 

; ae O38 epee red Tagen es (Figure XXXI.), “The Beet,” a work ex- 

a Sie Fie eo : " Wee a ected for an agricultural society (Figure 
ee ae ade XXXIL), and “The Oak’ (Figure 
Beers — ve. MG XXXII). These subjects are treated 

Pea ee cs “oa So -—s with great freedom. In “The Vintage,” 
aoe ees v4 e 3 the women are not disguised court advent- 
toe wd t fi ) | __uresses of the eighteenth century, but real 
F a ee . “Gy t ps peasants of our own times. The composi- 

BemesaeN en a > Vp tion of “The Beet” shows a group of chil- 
a ‘ 3 v Peis ioe dren gathered about the vegetable and 

ey ee in al 
' f ”, F 

' : ty. , ; i ASy { 

ow eS — os NZ \ 
a y (Uae 

1? gue . ae ae oN se fed ae 

a Be y aa a ery S | te i "| ) 

Swen w | s Cee Ag 

Figure XLII. Urn from the Syeamore serviee. Chris- fi aa i ‘ 
tofle and Company, Paris beak 

} Oe 

historic styles can not be strictly followed. ba a 

The new tendencies are evident in a silver bi bid 

centerpiece of the Armand-Calliat House, “See 

at Lyons (Figure XXX.). It is entitled : pee 4 

“Curiosity.” The ornament is historic, but Lae ee oe Ny Rs 

the figures are absolutely modern ; having a sii Be. 3 af Bas 

slenderness approaching attenuation, and = | Shee 

an incisive quality, which is easily trans- Figure XLIII. Vase with poppy design. Christofle 

lated into metal. The silversmith here be- See eae 

comes a sculptor, as he was in the thirteenth struggling to uproot it. From the same 
century. ; silversmith we illustrate several admirable: 
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serving-dishes, the decorative motifs of skilful, perhaps slightly too realistic. The 

which are derived from the articles of food figurines which can play no part here, ex- 

which they are to offer. Thus, the Turkey 

Salver (Figure XXXIV.), the Carrot and y 

Mushroom Dish (Figure XXXY.). the y é 

Olive and Pimento Dish (Figure XX XVI.), a 

the Snipe Salver (Figure XX XVII.), are ie J 

. all simple in composition and decorated with \ Ky i, 4 ed 

Cee | Parry) meg ae | Cort): See 7 
> AR i ho sia i he. Basi ts: 7 f oe. 

v- 8 faeeeee 

j Figure XLV. Sugar bowl. Cardeilhac 

j j cept that of decoration, should not too in- 

} f sistently demand attention, for the spectator 

five stands opposite a mirror, and not in the 

; presence of statues. 

X Now, we pass on 

¥ 7 to works which are Ne 

d : _. more exclusively ul 

* A decorative, and eal yes 

ie ii which can be classi- , Re f 
: . ‘ wo AS 

ee fied ee sigue f Ne 

Figure XLIV. Vase with iris design, Christofle and of Art Nouveau. ayeq 
: But first, we illus- = i 

motifs, borrowed directly from Nature, trate a large silver ‘ a, } 

which are most successfully conventional- basket, designed by gags MS py 

ized. M. Cardeilhac, in ‘ rs Sic 

Among the numerous productions of the which figures of epee a a ecg 

Christofle House, we choose for illustration a children (putti), Figure XLVI. Goblet. De- 

large silver mirror (Figure XXXVIII.), copied from the Se aie 

representing the “Death of Narcissus.” In Italian Renascence, are playing amid lux- 

this, the sculptural details are extremely uriant foliage (Figure KRXIX.) Ce 
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basket is elliptical in form, and measures the yellow leaves appearing upon a dull 

three feet in length. background. The illustrations allow the 

e study of detwil, and a grave criticism should, 

Se i: = ee _ in my opinion, result from the examination. 

Sy Sees ae ae The designer, through fear of falling into 

ee Af TR the familiar and the commonplace, has 4 OF ieee ea s| eS = , 
far a \ 2 

~— 4 > Z A 

7 ————_— ee = dal 
wy aa ey lh 

Figure XLVII. Hand mirror. Designed by Cardeilhae WS. PAYS 7 

ee money NE) 7 Cae 
The Christofle House has produced a fine (C ~ te 

tea and coffee service, provided with an ap- aS a RR 

propriate table, and named “The Sycamore 
ote ; : figure L. Basket by Cardeilhac 
Service,” from the tree which furnished the ee prec ny Cena 

decorative motifs therein employed. We passed to the other extreme. He has not 
illustrate the whole and cra details, since obeyed the rules of decorative design. I will 

this tage anpor ant work, which owes noth- be more explicit: the historic styles, while 
ing to the historic styles, and has derived a admirably decorative, are thoroughly con- 
free system of Scorer directly from ventionalized. In them all ornament de- 
Nature (Figures XL., XU. XLI.): Jt vived from Nature is transformed and has 
is executed in silver of two distinct tones; lost all trace of realism. It is first orna- 

mental, and then 

Ay naturalistic. This i 
‘ a s Ae % is as it should be, ey i 

Pe a $< We for upon a salyer \ Vs a) 

r= R ae or a tea service we \ aie, h 

i ) ‘AS m do not require a SAE 

) i es a} | i flower or a child, ¥ aD y 
Pe ud | pCOrativ, \Ay a med a \ pie a decorative Sah 

/ 4 ‘ | feature, pure and WTB > 
oi $ a a 1 moo 

1 eae ties Bo aI simple, playing no ) Se 

; AN part other than as > 

Hy j | | a detail of a whole 

: ay which it adorns. In Figure Li. Vase with rose 
é VA : decoration. Designed by 

\ BL ie this ‘‘Sycamore  Leliévre. Executed by 
, at a, ie © Poussielgue 
Naar NN ape e Service,” the orna- 

CW a {a ‘9 ment, borrowed from Nature, is realistic 

: almost to the point of deception; there 

Figure XLIX. Mirror by Cardeilhae are leaves and sprays which appear as 
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if they might be gathered. Thus, too pieces showing pure ornament are far pref- 

near to Nature, they are far removed from erable, as may be seen by reference to cer- 

art. This service, therefore, furnishes tain examples (Figures XLVI, XLVIL., 

us a valuable lesson in decorative design. XLIX. and L.), especially the Mirror and 

Ingenuous artists can not, as they believe the Basket, in which the forms have a fine 

themselves able, renew the decorative system, decorative quality, and, although inspired 

by directly borrowing forms from Nature. by Nature, remain purely ornamental. 

Before elements derived from Nature can ‘There is in the style of Cardeilhac an ele- 

become elements fit for artistic treatment, ment of healthfulness, logic and _ solidity 

they must undergo a complete transforma- which is pleasing in the extreme. 

t 1 

—_ OOtCt~«Y | 
We Br Sa he a eI =) S| i g F ay 

M) ie Mee a. \ pM i ga Sus . 
OF Ol ag: =~ ‘i 4 \\ 

Ep aN | e , 

Ls. eA Oe Bi — Nee , 

iy x k < age aad 
SRC ah ge PSS, oN | hh . ; | > | Pe 

; \ 
. z= 

ya / x 
NN Rive) a. Ly \ 

é ) ZO Va AS 
Go jes a Se EF \ 

ss Ue A = 

Figure LIL. Vases. Designed by Leli¢vre. Executed by Poussielgue-Rusand 

tion. Two vases from the same House Three vases executed by the Poussielgue 

(Figures XLII. and XLIV.) show also House (LI. and LII.), after designs by 

closely realistic ornament to which can be  Leliévre, are very free in style, erring per- 

applied the criticism already made upon the _ haps in their boldness. 

Sycamore Service. We illustrate in closing a series of works 

In the work of Cardeilhac as well, the produced by the Art Nouveau House, which 

most naturalistic motifs are those which are is under the direction of M. Bing (LIIL., 

the least successful, as is instanced in the LIV., LV., LVI., LVII., LVIIIL, LIX.). 

sugar bowl (Figure XLYV.); while the Ameng these examples are to be noted espe- 
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cially the Tea Service (LIII., LIV., LV.), spoken. Silver is a precious metal. We 
composed upon simple, graceful, delicate shall not revert to the customs of the reign 
lines, which is the work of Colonna; a of Louis XIV., when this substance was 

used to make stands, orange-tree boxes, 
"a ts samme in” the mm) scopes ‘ : ; : 
Sage: ae he See = great mirror frames, and other pieces of like 
(em Cf Bo aioe bic Se ie : + . 

a @ 4 & se Pai St i size and weight. Silver occupies a place, 
Vaasa) ay +e - _ ey ; a to-day, only upon the dining table, the 

: F. Pe: i y y toilette table and the chimney piece. But 

j — —_ il hy er E it were well for it to make itself worthier of 

ee i eee ae ee aie nf 

TED Ee ae se ae 
Figures LI. and LIV. Designed by Colonna. 1 wWics ~ y yw) 

Executed by “L’Art Nouveau Bing” aN 4 naa Pept 
rae ad te Sy 

jardiniére by Marcel Bing; and a powder po NG RR PAK an 
5 3 2 i EN % ne rn Ai Ae) e 

box by de Feure, which is successful in both aga SS YEE | 
: f ee saw emf) 
form and decoration. a CRESS N/a WZ 

eS AEN PTR Ve 
[Fh ny. We ee) 

a ance eer we 
E have now returned from a long Bais = 

7 rne h a Figure LVI. Jardiniére. Designed by Marcel Bing. journey through the history of Exeeuted by “L’Art Nouveau Bing ” 
the silversmith’s art. We have 

indicated, as we pursued our way, the gen- its own character and of its history. Ee- 

eral ideas to be gathered from each period  clesiastical silverwork has recently shown 

of this history, and which we,-who wish to the influence of the Middle Ages, and the 

sc effect has been salutary. The mediaeval 
Sai Mi Seer so it raat a : 

Bs bees Beco NK ae ica ——__ style is not to be copied, any more than the 
Sey SS Se y sae . 

3 Ba ee eighteenth century So : ren 5 a= 
| é es Sa is to be imitated; in 

ES OR i ee - but the Middle = \) <= 
f Pi eh) ae Sg aS 

eet Ae e” ZL S yal . Kee VN ES 
{ | a aa 57 Ages Dey taught SY ce 
ng = @ <> . successfully re- 5 Pa 

-_ / % a eee 
\ * = spect for the craft 

; Ba y of the ecclesiastical 
q - 5 Fs f . es ) y 

i N Ei y silversmith. The \ ‘A 

' — secular worker can : 

gain in the same pigure LVIL. Powder box. 
tL pee rm is a j c Designed by G. de Feure. _ Figure LV. aes re peomn gains, WolonnE: Exeeuted school knowledge Exeeuted by TE MACE NOU. 

of a different, but ‘°" 7'"® 

produce art, must perforce, acquire. I equally valuable nature. Modern ideas have 

shall make no further return to the essential arisen within a short space of time, and 

points of which I have already frequently — for these a counter-balance is necessary. 
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The tendencies of Art Nouveau, when too the early eighteenth century, Boule, the 

naturalistic, which they sometimes are, must cabinet-maker of Louis XIV., combined 

exotic woods with copper, bronze, silver and 

fa rash gold, in such manner that the metal pro- 

I ae x vided the decorative lines of his pieces. 

Ge ee Throughout the following reign, the meth- 

Ce 4 Lo o ods of Boule continued in favor, although 

< a 3 the structural forms employed in his branch 

i ee J) of art-craftsmanship suffered a considerable 

ae a aR change. Later, under Louis XVL., fine 

Be ities. cabinet-work, almost invariably, received 

Figure LVI. Tray in silver. Designed by Maree! decoration in metal. Immediately after the 
Bing. Executed by “L’Art Nouveau Bing” \ A 

Revolution, when everything classic was 

be met and modified. We must learn what eagerly sought in the decorative, as well as 

constitutes a style, and in what decoration the fine arts, the cabinet-maker ornamented 

resides. It is in the study of the styles and his pieces profusely with applications in 

metal. 

| Be: er awe 5 These works were master-pieces built 
ies. tm AN I 

cose ie aE SNARE paces upon harmony of line, they were made from 
3 ¢ Ma i eet 4 y valuable material, and were perfectly exe- 

en auted aD vere desioned tolsupplement ey | cuted. iey were designed to supplemen 

1 ee 4 = the architecture of the times. They attained 
By & i oh 8 : 

Ne. pest AF ” I ‘ tag + their object, since they formed an integral 

“it me >: ey “ar 2X ~ part of the interiors into which they were 
“ ee i . hy 

eas x introduced, and from which they could not 

Henke LIX. CHEE Gat. SDEsIEASAADE Marcel Bile. be removed without equal artistic injury to 

Exeeuted by “L'Art Nouveau Bing” the places and to themselves. 

the ornament of the Middle Ages that our ue eePy, gach Dee sate illpge Pa 
es a ae social ideas have radically changed since 

contemporaries will find awaiting them the 1 3 ; 
beet andithe stron pect lessons. they were created, and since the expression 

of the decorative arts, in order to be vital, 

must reflect the life of the period. We no 

METAL-WORK IN CABINET-MAK- longer demand in the cabinet-work suited to 

ING the needs of a democratic people the elabora- 

tion and glitter of applied metal-work ; but 

HE use of metal as a decorative the qualities of surface, polish and color 
agent now made by certain English possessed by certain metals fit them to enter 

and American cabinet-makers, is with rare woods into a mosaic, which by 

by no means an innovation. The pleasing the eye, shall modify what were 
manner of use alone contains a degree of otherwise a too great simplicity in the struc- 

originality. In the late seventeenth and tural style of cabinet-making. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE “MIS- in North America is largely influencing 

SION STYLE” UPON THE CIVIC much of the best domestic, civic and relig- 

AND DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE ious architecture of modern California, 

OF MODERN’ CALIFORNIA. BY __ with its population of wealthy, progressive, 

GEORGE WHARTON JAMES. somewhat arrogant, and certainly self-cen- 

tered citizenship? 

OW often we hear the expression : It would be an interesting and fascinating 

“Te builded better than he search to investigate the influences which 

knew!” Never was it used more led to the building of the Mission structures 

truthfully than when applied to of California. They are original buildings : 

the Fathers Junipero Serra, Crespi, Lasuen,’ no one can say that they are copies. Cer- 

and their co-workers, who erected the mis- tainly they have points in common with 

sion structures of California. other architectural expressions, yet they are 

The Spaniards were a remarkable people. originals, clear, distinctive and vivid. 

Whatever we may think of the modern Span- Undoubtedly, the source of their inspira- 

iard, in our present day pride, we cannot tion was Spanish, and in some later publica- 

deny his great virility, bravery, and the ex- tion, it will be my pleasure to give an ana- 

tent of his explorations in earlier centuries. _ lytical survey of all the historic churches of 

Then, too, is it not a remarkable fact that Spain and Mexico, which may have influ- 

he stamped his language and much of his enced Serra and his coadjutors. r * 

religion upon the aborigines of the two Yet it is evident that in California the 

great halves of the American Continent; Mission architects were largely controlled 

that the architecture he used for his churches by conditions of environment, the impor- 
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Figure I. Main entrance, Glenwood Mission Hotel, Riverside, California 
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tance of which cannot be overestimated; yet ness and decision. There was nothing to 

I am not aware that any writer has pre- rely upon but the intelligence and the en- 

sented this phase of the subject. ergy of the directing priests. 

It is necessary to place ourselves in the From this point of view, is it not surpris- 

exact situation of the Fathers in order to ing that these priests invented a style of 

understand the difficulties which they over- architecture which is a most important 

came and the grandeur of their accomplish- factor in the modern buildings of American 

ments. They were in a strange land; they California? Such a result was accom- 

ce ra panel nn 
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Figure I. The Campanile, Glenwood Hotel, Riverside, California 

had no forges or foundries, no manufac- plished by nothing short of genius. It is 

tories of tools, no skilled laborers, no base of | no small thing to produce a style of archi- 

supplies, no stone-masons, brick-makers, or tecture, or so to modify an existing style as 

brick-layers, no experts to judge of the to institute an art-epoch. With all our art 

qualities and strength of clays or stone. training, our versatility, our comprehensive 

There were priests and soldiers on the one — study of the styles of antiquity and of later 

hand; savage Indians on the other. Thus days, we have not yet invented the one or 

surrounded by hindrances, they were obliged modified the other. Yet these priests, sup- 

to meet all emergencies with great prompt- posedly expert in theology only, two thou- 
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sand miles distant from all sources of archi- narrow-minded, non-productive, idle and 

tectural inspiration, away front tools and perverted. 

factories, with the crudest means of trans- No honest man can look, as he must, with 

portation, without skilled master-artisans, awakened eye and quickened perception, 

assisted by a few professional architects and upon these noble buildings, and not feel pro- 

a few indifferent individuals of their own found admiration and esteem for the men 

race, were able by means of crude, aborig- who reared them. And the very fact that 

inal labor to accomplish this great result. these buildings are now the objects of deep 

In a short time, order was evolved from study and admiration on the part of persons 

chaos. _ Untamed Indians were brought un- _ wholly separate from the race and traditions 

der subjection, and became blacksmiths, of their founders, proves their high artistic 

tailors, silversmiths, candlemakers, copper- and structural value, some portion of which 

smiths, ropemakers, painters, sculptors, ma- I shall show, by noting examples of modern 

sons, stonecutters, weavers, tilemakers, em- Californian architecture which have bor- 

broiderers, carpenters, as well as competent rowed their distinctive features. 

laborers in many other fields. 

Let the man of honor and thought ask 

himself if these achievements are not aston- N a former article I endeavored to pre- 

ishing. ‘Their very audacity is sublime. It I sent a few of the distinctive features of 

is Prometheus again daring the gods and the old Mission buildings. It is my 

stealing their protected and cherished fire. purpose here to fulfil the promise of the 

Serra must have heard the very voice of God lengthy title affixed to the head of these 

in his call, and his co-workers and followers observations. 

were equally confident, or they never could The architecture of the Fathers was gen- 

have dared cast themselves, a mere hand- erally very simple. Owing to the adverse 

ful, into that vast horde of savage human- conditions prevailing in the new land, this 

ity, with the assurance that they could tame, characteristic was enforced. The Missions 

subjugate, and speedily convert the primi- 

tive natures to whom they addressed them- a ill —_— wm 4 

selves. To Serra the very warmth of God’s & 

benignant hand must have been a reality ; i! 

the very shadow of His protecting wing a ? nd 4 } 

daily and nightly fact for which to be ay Case |e 

grateful. How else can we account for his @ att fis be. y 4 

courage and fearlessness? Before such he- | se rs , By i Fy } Ne 

roes and achievements ordinary men must He :§ | t t H A 

feel their littleness. The scoffers at the Picante |e im jy YEN 

Mission Fathers would do well to consider 1 Aly a - ae RX y \ | 

the dignity, grace and fitness of the build- & _ se a : Y f 
é i 

ings erected by them, before they proceed ae Figure Il. The Colonnade, Glenwood Hotel, 
characterize such artists and artisans as Riverside, California 
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Figure IV. Carnegie Library, Riverside, California 

were built for the use of uncivilized Indians. We may adapt this thought to our present 

Therefore it was not fitting for them to be subject by saying that while fanciful and 

so ornate as the churches already erected in florid architecture may captivate for the 

Mexico. Necessity largely influenced the moment by its audacity, it soon becomes fa- 

creation of this distinctive Mission style, tiguing: producing in the spectator a long- 

and it is a matter of congratulation for us ing for the simple, the chaste and the severe. 

that the Fathers were so influenced. Had Therefore, to these Franciscan Fathers 

they erected buildings similar to those of we owe a debt of gratitude for their contri- 

Mexico, the model, the inspiration, for our bution to our education in the building art. 

contemporary architects would have been Jules Huret, the famous French journalist 

wanting. ‘The very elaborateness of these and dramatic critic, who recently visited 

churches and monasteries would have pre- California, thus wrote, in the Paris Figaro, 

cluded them from suggesting designs regarding the architecture of Southern Cal- 

adapted to modern purposes. ifornia: “Los Angeles is the first place in 

The philosopher, Joseph Le Conte, once America where I have found original archi- 

expressed a thought which here applies with tecture. Not only does the style differ from 

force: “That only is good which can be seen any I have seen up to this time, but the 

again and again with increasing pleasure.” buildings are of an adorable taste,—ingen- 
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ious and varied as Nature herself, graceful, had demanded simplicity from them, and for 

elegant, appropriate and engaging. Many a hundred years their buildings remained 

: of the houses are in the style of the Spanish practically unknown to the outside world, 

Renascence—‘Mission style,’—with almost and but little appreciated in their own re- 

j gion. ‘The disciples of new and better struc- 

ee tural methods appreciated, at first sight, the 

graceful, dignified lines of the half-ruined 

| 2A WA masonry. Low roofs, red-tiled, with broad- 

NS f AT ~ 1d "Zz ahah es widely Deeecting, eaves, ay 

= tiie at | shelter from the direct rays of the sun: 

ey >. » e J a) 7 - while thick walls excluded both heat and 

aa ys ‘3 va Sa) L cold; the color scheme, consisting of a buff, 

ia .- aie “= toned to harmonize with the luxuriant abun- 

a _  __|_ = dance of the surrounding foliage, produced 

eee ee 5 ~ ES a unified whole which made the buildings a 

Pirie Vi Resldends of Roberta Bulla, Los Angeles Part of Nature herself. 
Here then was the true model ready at 

flat roofs of red tiles, little round towers sur- hand.” “ihe mimerone ew wealihowae discos 

mounted by Spanish-Moorish domes; and ered; the one necessity for the miner was to 

arcaded galleries, like the Hraneiscan clois- have the faith of his noe conviction and to 

pte Oe the pas centny 5 Oibers Tang eine show to the world the value of the new 
Colonial with the Mexican style, imitating et 

the coarser constriction of the adobe. ‘ All MiNi sere been aarorlent teatin the 

are very attractive and possessed of indi- . 

viduality.” a aes | acd 

One of the earliest to see and appreciate Na Fes 

the possibilities of the Mission style was Mr. ee “O ae 

Lester S. Moore, of Los Angeles, who is still a 

a young man. A native of Topeka, Kan- = ) rb | ) f ¥ 

sas, he went to the former city seventeen 2 [ri Ame 

years ago, and was immediately attracted to Y ie | | 

the Franciscan structures. First of all a — 

their simple dignity appealed to him. He pare a ae 

had already chosen his profession, and had = a fet \ Ceo 

clear ideals. These, on the one hand, de- ee a fag a = 

manded release from the old, over-decorated, oe te aT as Te A 

conventional styles; and, on the other, a 

return to the simple, the natural, the har- same time as several other enthusiasts. He 

monious. determined to familiarize himself with the 

The very poverty of the Mission Fathers original style, and, with that view, he visited 

was now to reap its own reward. Poverty the principal Missions again and again, 
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measuring, studying, analyzing,“platting” scrolls of the gables and pediments, the 

and mentally reconstructing them. plain stucco of the walls, with an absence of 

A second of these architects was Arthur — lines or joints such as are ordinarily seen in 

B. Benton, of Los Angeles; still another, brick or stone work. The old Mission style 

William H. Weeks, of Watsonville. Speci- is simple, solid and massive, but in cases 

mens of the buildings erected by each of where the Moorish has crept in, the tendency 

these three men are here presented. toward frailty often appears. A 

The term, “The Mission Style,” although “With the belief that the old Mission 

widely used, is somewhat narrow and mis- style of building is most appropriate for a 

leading. As we adapt it to modern build- certain class of representative California 

ings, we extend it so as to include certain buildings, and that domestic architecture 

features of Mexican domestic architecture. should be the natural outgrowth of the char- 

In a personal letter, Mr. Weeks has clearly acter of a people, of the institutions, cus- 

outlined some of the ideas and motives which toms and habits of a region, modified by cli- 
3 mate and scenery, I have adopted this style 

x from preference, and have only begun to 

; : yh acknowledge its possibilities for our archi- 

x = See tecture, which may be realized by develop- 

5 3 aoa ee — ing the beauty suggested in the old Mission 

a == lines, made more ornate by a slight touch of 

F ff sf the Moorish. ; 

a . : je “All my buildings of the old Mission type 

Ss a I have endeavored to make express their 
ei ata purpose and use, and not to lose sight of the 

—_—— fitness of things by such vagaries as erect- 

eee oh nT ing a Mission tower on a distinctly commer- 

Re ae ee eee Uae nes CPE DRE oath building, or by placing the cross and 

led to his use of Mission principles. He niches for bells on non-religious edifices : 

Says: parts which give the proper significance to 
“Among the principal features of this the old Mission church.” 

style are the following: a typical ground The story of the origin of the red tiles in 

plan consisting of a series of low, massive, California Mission architecture is of de- 

light colored buildings, with tiled roofs cided interest. The original structures 
(ved), ranged round a quadrangle or erected by the Fathers were roofed with 
court; a small court at the outer entrance poles and tules. Occasionally, the Indians 
being a characteristic addition, and many beeame refractory and had to be punished. 
of the large Mission houses haying the Such discipline made them angry and led 
patio or inner court; there are further the them to run away from the Fathers’ con- 

low, broad arches—usually grouped—the trol. On their arrival at their old homes, 
tiled roofs, with wide overhanging cornices, or at secret haunts in the mountains, some 
showing heavy bracket effects, the carved of those disaffected would plan reprisals 
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upon the priests. Midnight attacks were the patio is made an entrance court, thus se- 

not unfrequent, at times, and, in the early cluding the facade from all outside influ- 

days, these were made in a desperate, blood- ences. Comment upon the verdure of this 

. patio is unnecessary, as it is understood that 

. NY | flowers, plants and shrubs are made to grow 

. e \)) in every vacant space in this land of sun- 

F Fe, eis Y shine. 

" Y ' Lt bef The patio has two interesting features. 

oS eal | The first of these is the remnant of the old 

% aie i... “ i] l a | Glenwood Hotel, built of adobe: the roof of 

. & of : ; BM which is almost flat, and covered with the 

hie . li \ & 4 original tiles. The second “is a campanile 

ks | at bw i | Meu : illustrated in Figure Two. This is a de- 

ama ss anes ETT tached wall, pierced with six arches for 

Yi RS eee Ey ae EER bales and with three others, much larger, 

rising from the ground level, to admit car- 

thirsty manner. Fighting with their prim- riages and pedestrians. ‘The campanile at- 

itive war-clubs, and bows and arrows, they tains a further picturesqueness by _ its 

used one of their own methods of warfare to stepped and curved gable. 

attack the Missions. Attaching lighted The feature of the arched colonnades is 

torches to arrows, they shot the latter upon developed in several parts of the building, 

the inflammable materials of the roofs. Two both out and inside, as will be seen from 

or three Missions were thus destroyed by Figure TIT. 

fire, and finally, in self-defence, the tiles Riverside possesses another fine example 

were made and thereafter used as a safe and 

impervious roof covering. &é i : t 

Mr. Benton, who is a member of the is aa 

American Institute of Architects and the i a 

Secretary of the Engineers and Architects? _ * 

Association of Southern California, is the Ne, i Dy BON 

author of several of the most striking speci- fa e > rt i 

mens of the Mission style existing in that 4 ii i r 

region. The principal of these is the Glen- i ggg e ay Se 

wood Hotel at Riverside, shown in Figures @) Te 3 A - 

I, If and WI. Here is a bold and striking Le 

adaptation of the original models, with in- : : Oo a A 

novations that are both fitting and effective. Re Rea aa Tae Hospital: 

For instance, the main buildings, instead of Noor au sc rae 

presenting an outer fagade, have their main — of the Mission style in its Carnegie Library, 

entrance from the inner court, which is sur- as seen in Figure IV. Here are several dis- 

rounded on but three sides. In other words, —tinctive features in most pleasing combina- 
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Figure XI. Harvard Memorial School, Los Angeles 

tion. These are the stepped and scrolled nity of the Mission style is preserved in the 

pediment, the semi-circular arches, the interior as closely as in the exterior. It will 

chamfered and pierced bell towers, crowned be observed that, as in the Missions them- 

by semi-circular domes, which, in turn, are selves, both semi-circular and_ elliptical 

surmounted by the peculiar Mission “lan- arches are here used; the arches being of 

tern.” The continuous plastered effect, the different widths and thus offering a pleas- 

color, and the red-tiled roof concur in a_ ing variation. The roofing is composed of 

harmonious result. burned red tiles, made after old models and 

Figure Five represents the house of ex- costing, when laid, about $25.00 per square 

State Senator Robert N. Bulla, of Los An- of one hundred feet. 

geles. It was designed by Mr. Moore, and The driveway is composed of three sets of 

built in 1900; it contains twelve rooms and three elliptical arches. In the rear of the 

cost $12,000. This may be regarded as a building is the patio (Figure VI), with 

type of simple Mission domestic architec- eight semi-circular arches. This last might 

ture. It is of frame construction, sheathed be classed as an out-of-door sitting room. 

and plastered on metal lath. The outside is 

painted in the “Mission buff” color. A 

newer method than painting is to mix the 

ground color pigment with plaster for the pass 

treatment of the exterior. Another method ey (<r 

has recently been patented by Charles E. | rs Pr is bol Peed es 

Richards, of Los Angeles, by which the pig- : al SS 

ment is mixed with the plaster and made —iRe) min A [ 4a 

perfectly waterproof. ‘There are two styles be) ne s i g 7 

of finish in the plaster: the rough and the eile hi 5 —=— mer : 

smooth; the rough being generally pre- a - ee 
Poured: Ba clits oe nr aa ‘i 

In the Bulla house the simple, chaste dig- Figure XII, Residence of Mrs. Meeker, Pasadena 
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It opens from the living room and from Sen- House, at Los Angeles. Here is the buff 

ator Bulla’s “den,” and is made agreeable plastered exterior, the arched colonnade, the 

and homelike with swinging hammocks, stepped pediment, pierced for bells, and the 

palms, potted plants, birds in cages, ete.; red-tiled roof. 

while the open arches afford immediate out- It may be well to note in this place a criti- 

look upon a charming flower garden reached — cism suggested by Mr. Weeks’s remarks. It 

by a short flight of steps. will be remembered that he said: “All my 

Figure VII is introduced to show the buildings of the old Mission type I have 

adaptation of the Mission style to a simple endeavored to make express their purpose, 

cottage. This is the Consuelo residence in and not to lose sight of the fitness of things 

Los Angeles. The house is of one story by such vagaries as erecting a mission tower 

and contains seven rooms. It was built at on a distinctly commercial building, or by 

a cost of $2,000. Although the roof is placing the cross and niches for bells, on 

shingled, the tiling of the hips and ridges, non-religious edifices.” This, of course, is 

, a point of taste which must be left to the 

z. : > j 4 preference of the architect and his employer. 

nf ge . 2 4 But there is little doubt, in my mind, of the 

/ f gee, Z a6 Mies = | strict justness of Mr. Weeks’s criticism, if 
‘alah Wi ek pure style is to be maintained. 

4 a @ = | At Ventura we find the dignified, simple 

13 TAS of \. . ¢ yy structure shown in Figure X. This is the 

4 ey ; (ema) Elizabeth Bard Memorial Hospital, which 

J 4 . i = ‘as F* was erected a short time since by Thomas 

» te “ s Pe) «Bard, United States Senator from Califor- 

sat ii 2 > aps AEE OCP ce nia. Here the continuous plastered surface, 

EP Aes OEY esky, OEE yeaa the red tiled roof, the pierced bell tower, the 

the broad overhanging eaves, together with Mission pediment, and the semi-circular 

the three semi-circular arches, give it a de- arches are the distinct features; while a 

cided and pleasing Mission effect. slight touch of added Mission effect is pro- 

Of an entirely different character is the duced by the somewhat insignificant but- 

ornate residence of Brigadier-General Har- _ tresses, crowned with red tiles. 

rison Gray Otis, also at Los Angeles. It In the Harvard School at Los Angeles 

was built after the deisgns of Mr. J. P. (Figure XI), the arched colonnade, the red- 

Kremple, and shows the stepped pediment, tiled roof and the Mission pediment have 

semi-circular and elliptical arches, red tiled been used by Mr. Benton with pleasing ef- 

pyramidal roof, somewhat similar to that of — fect. Here, however, we discover slight 

San Carlos at Monterey, and an adaptation modifications produced by the introduction 

of the “lantern” as a chimney decoration of Moorish details. 

(Figure VII). Figure XII represents one of the earliest 

Another of Mr. Benton’s buildings is domestic buildings erected at Pasadena in 

shown (Figure IX) in the Woman’s Club the Mission style; the architect being Mr. 
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Figure XIV. The two already completed buildings of the California State Technical School, 

San Luis Obispo, California 

T. W. Parkes, with whom Mr. Moore was at XIV. These are the State Polytechnic 

that time engaged. Built nearly nine years School at San Luis Obispo. When the 

ago, at a cost of $5,000, it originally con- _ plans for this institution shall be completely 

tained eleven rooms, with a hall and a bath carried out, there will be twelve buildings, 

room. <A short time since, three more rooms with arcades and quadrangle. Their esti- 

were added at an additional cost of $3,000. mated cost will be a half million dollars. 

The house was early christened “The Upon this work Mr. Weeks has devoted 

Arches,” and is owned by Mrs. Meeker. much time and thought, producing results 

Another adaptation of the Mission style which are simple, dignified and altogether 

is seen in the “Curio” building (Figure 

XII), at Phoenix, Arizona. Desirous of | 

owning a shop suited to their Indian basket We 

and curio trade, Messrs. Benham & Brizard Siar Cie Ns 

themselves designed this little structure. St i ee 
: 5 : : er ae eee ce 

which they erected at an approximate cost mln | PT a ae Be 
panron ae RS of $4,000. From its completion, it has : f | | > 

been a source of attraction to all visitors at HI Bite re | ABt WE i, (ut 
: E ; Eee ee 

Phoenix, and is a most pleasing and useful =e Ser) 0 || Se 

adaptation of the Mission style. —_— ee 
- 7.9: a ee Two of the most important buildings de- peer aie 

signed by Mr Weeks are/shown in Bigure) Meer eee ee ei erneny Lester: 
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Figure XVI. Design for a County Court House, by Lester S. Moore, Los Angeles 

admirable. The main building of Figure ing of this nature, I should accept this plan 

XIV is forty-seven by one hundred feet, of Mr. Moore’s, with but one or two minor 

while the dormitory to the right is forty by — modifications. 

one hundred feet. They were begun on Thus, in a somewhat cursory manner, I 

January 1, 1903, and completed Novem- have introduced the general reader to a style 

ber 1. of architecture already securely domiciled in 

Figure XV is a sketch, planned by Mr. California. It has long passed the experi- 

Moore, of a proposed public library; mental stage. M. Huret’s comments ex- 

while Figure XVI is a design which the same press the opinions of many thousand visitors 

architect submitted in a competition for the who come annually to Southern California, 

Riverside County Court House. The latter to be captivated not alone with its climate 

is the most effective modern design in and flowers, but also with its charming 

Mission style that I have ever examined. houses. It must be confessed, however, that 

The semi-circular and elliptical arches, the such a climate and such surroundings are 

continvous plaster treatment, the heavy needed, in order to justify such an architec 

walls, the Mission pediment, the pierced bell ture. In a cold region of gray skies, it 

tower, the egg-shaped dome, surmounted by would be out of place. So we are content 

a “lantern,” and the red-tiled roofs, produce that this Mission style should be regarded 

a combination faithfully representative, and as a distinctive possession of that earthly 

yet admirably suited to modern purposes. paradise of which Californians are so justly 

Were I called upon to-day to erect a build- proud. 169
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THE ADAPTATION OF ORNAMENT _ tal forms to the qualities of the medium in 

TO SPACE. BY M. P. VERNEUIL. which he works. 

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH In the strict observation of these two laws 

BY IRENE SARGENT resides, at least, in great measure, that which 

we name interpretation : that is, the resolvent 

’ IMITATION of space and power which, selecting a natural element, 

nature of material: these reduces it to the state of an element of deco- 

are the two principal fac- ration. 

tors of the many interest- But what is meant when the designer is 

ing problems which offer told to adapt an ornamental form to the 

Feed themselves to the designer space to be decorated? 
Gi of ornament. And if it is There exist several methods by which to 

Nolen instructive to formulate decorate a given space. At the very least, 

TA and to study these prob- there are two usual modes of procedure. 'To 

yee lems, is it not still more use- 

Eg 4 ful to cause them to be Aw Fe 

CZ) solved by eminent decora- CS Pot 

9] tive artists? From such [g@ Soe pS iter @ 

‘sae explanations all our readers iN Pe oo me 

. 45 Sty) will derive pleasure, while > i Nau) oe 
certain among them will VO i Ly) 5 

gain from the same source a fund of valua- Ye 4 9 yi 

ble knowledge. GK Y >) os a 

In composing, the designer must strictly See ce, 2 . eX (Saea 

observe the two great laws which govern Sm von fa ENG 

decorative art. These laws are simple, but <ale oe SO 22 

absolute, and can be briefly stated. ee? \ @4, 

First: the designer must adapt the orna- MLL i as 

mental forms which he employs to the spaces S oeis \\ Ke one 

which he wishes to decorate. ig \ 

Second: he must adapt the same ornamen- : ere = SSS Designs by M. Verneuil 
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illustrate, let us choose an example: prefer- strictly contained within the allotted limits ; 

ably a rectangular form,—the cover of a unless, ideed, that an effect foreseen and pre- 

box. arranged, — influ- 

Using the first ra ences him to con- 

of these methods, PO) eas WG, me struct his design 

cutting by chance, (IN Wyse tt otherwise. But even 

it would seem, into Sg. QW 4 2px, = in such a case, he 

what might be LP ge CG é aN will always provide 
GE iis CIN ON : i 

called a ready made ‘Zi, hig Se aa ay that his Som DOS 

system of  orna- Bite fx OS ‘ \ tion have an air of 

ment, the artist es- 4 f ee oy purpose and will, 

tablishes a rectan- Va ee 1 E! eh thus removing it 

gle equal to the wi eS y At from the class of 
i ee) ffi t : space to be decor- AR y Senay 2 Oe whi f motifs which are 

ated, and applies to NO. e. * Wy" (ff employed as expe- 
s | Gia ae LE Sts the box cover a de- Sas Bes 5 seg dients and common- 

sign which is abso- sem eS 2 7 dg” places. 

lutely without fit- > az But what ought 

ness to its acknowl- we to say of those 

edged purpose. ‘The result in this case is a designs in which the units are cut and de- 

fragment of ornamentation applied, so to A tached by caprice, it would seem, and the 

speak, as an afterthought, upon a given 4a. fragments remaining are, by such ar- 

surface. By the same method and with /f~ rangement, rendered more or less in- 

the same units of design, one might fs tas comprehensible? And ought it not 

equally well have decorated a circle, fa) \ to be established in art, as a first 

a triangle, or any other wholly i Sp | \\ essential, that every ornament 

different space. 'This method, (4 } i} WA. should be specially composed 

let us hasten to say, although Wy (iy \ ‘ for the space to be occupied? 

it is of very frequent occur- (Bs v XS If this principle were dis- 

rence, is unworthy of an ty a zs . S\ regarded, what would be 

artist. In such in- Vf / \ 2m the functions of the 
a Yee) I \ EA . . : & 

stances, the logic of qe , i] . eaN\ artist? It is evident 

composition is ig- J is f ya J} [irra Zs " Day they would con- 

nored. a {ez a ay] CaN foe \. sist in composing 
TE ade Vy S ne 3) ie” IP. ( t is inadmis- SAS 7 |} yy > \ com monplaces 

sible for the de- 4 VC ‘ i # | Jew y \ for indiscrimi- 

signer, when & { e = => ge ‘Lil AD nate use, good 
= PERERA MR Ee ee NN 

confronted : for all pur- 
byte een Designs by M. Dufréne AVS) ou 

space to be decorated, to ignore the fact that would appear, and in reality good for none. 

ornament should be logically composed, and But the functions of the decorator are all 
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A i/ — 

other than these. AS ‘ , Wy portion of the 
They are high and dig- \ \ AW 7 space; leaving the re- 
nified in the world of art. \ \\\ \ mainder plain and_ bare. 

According to his desire, : \ ' : Vy From the latter method there 
in constructing his design, the \ y may result a desired and effee- 
artist can strongly emphasize the i : tivecontrast between ornament and 
contours of the space to be decorat- | fff plain surface: the one heightening 
ed, or, on the contrary, he can, to a is 7 the value of the other, and offering 
certain extent, disguise them. And : a parallel to the alternation of voids 
we shall see from the examples here j and solids in architecture. Confined to 
illustrated, that cach manner of pro- decoration, this principle is thoroughly 
cedure has its partisans and defenders. § : understood by the Japanese, and has 

Therefore, we abandon as having no often been practised by them. 
interest for us, all ornament not specially In beginning our examinations, let us 
composed for a space to be decorated. It determine what course may be followed by 
then remains for us to study the means which an artist who wishes to cover a given space 
are at the command of the artist desirous of — with homogencous ornament, and, for illus- 
perfection in his work. Among these means, — trations, let us accept the designs which are 
or rather these methods of procedure, two found upon the first pages of the present 
are prominent. Either the artist wishes to article. 
ornament the entire space, to cover it with A rapid review allows us to note that five 
homogeneous decoration ; or he may localize principal systems of ornament can be em~ 
the decoration, and confine it to a single ployed. These five systems may be thus 

(fe PF SS aig Oh Ap Oat? 
Lasse. _§ ood ie? & ee =, 
Ce ime hs me Wi a) 

: Designs by M. Dufréne we ; 
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[ exer: ———— Se ze | 

| SS ae 
_ — SS A ee 

~ ee \ Nee 2% \ — cs 

VF, BINS < \ = 
classified: — per- OS Y] [ps Hf ii = reason the de- 

6. Ye \ \g : 
fect symmetry, par- NS \ WL Ly \ i sire occurs to the 

e a > a 4 

tial symmetry, false sym- \ “I We | decorator to change the 

metry, symmetry upon a . ®, od, A NY apparent proportions of 

non-symmetrical background, Wf I this figure, nothing is easier. 
l aes 

and, last of all, free composition. Us q He has only to decorate it in such 

But always, and above all, what- ‘3 Wf a way that his lines are strongly 

ever maybe the system of composition e ff i emphasized in the direction in which 
| juatus ‘ : ory. | \ Sea or ions sive inicrensed malt employed, it is well to state that every ‘s ij the proportions must be increased. To 

decorative composition may be limited oS, # make a more technical explanation, we 

to the following essentials: harmony of e | may say that a rectangle covered with 

line; balance of masses and values. We i/f} emphasized lines, which are parallel to 

have no need to speak at length of com- \ 6, one of its sides, will appear to be clon- 

position considered as to its principles. “@# gated in the direction of these lines. 

Harmony of the component lines is im- Vurther, a circle decorated in the same 

perative in every decorative design ; but A) way with parallel lines will apparently 

it is further necessary that these lines Wy) change into an oval emphasized to the 

harmonize with the contours of the K Ws same degree that the lines them- 

space which they decorate; that GAN). selves are accented. mo 

they do not cut the space in a (\ NY) As to the balance of lines and 

way unpleasant to the eye; SY | values, the principle governing 
Y, \ 5 . 

that they do not appear to ZN WY) these is self-explanatory. it 

distort it, unless by pre- Vp : “A )\ is certain that in order to 
meditated effects, dis- MII SS obtain a perfectly homo- 

counted in advance; A CEB : ‘ geneous composition, if 

i £ h ef. Gi) i 7. \ uch be his desire, the since from such ef- / LEAN such be his desire, the 

fects the decora- Jt te ims \ decorator must so 
NS \ Ht reoulate the ar- tor can produce NK Ne regulate the ar 

excellent re- e \. WSS “Sy rangement — of 

sults. For JA Cs Fi \\ the constituent 

example let / yes 2 GY hp parts of his 

s take Vg TS a aie YA Wh’ compo si- 

_ : yl iy SSS has i) ae that a rect- IT), Sa RF 5 > é 
SC NG Zp, y ‘ 

angle. [sea i: Ly » \ cae incs Sen Ai their 

If Noize, PD RRR masses LEIS Mle SS VSS SASS oo 
for bal- 

any Designs by M. Benedictus ance 
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one another in the various parts, and, necessary to linger upon them. Given, for 

also, in the unified whole of the design. example, a circle divided by a diameter, if 

So, also, all the orna- 

the values oes ment occur- 

of the color- a \\ Oy ring on the 
ae MV ( "Vir 

elements of o <A i AG ke left of the 

these masses Wi ie SX i} s PSS \ diameter “ SQ). \ 
must be the da. Ss W \\ be thrust 

objects of Yd) —F74 ir =) — SS s\ upon the 
Saclae cone li tijgeg SSS NW : 
similar care / ff \< Py) SS \ right,— the 

Yi \ 24) aN e 
and — study. il i 7 = en WN MY, diameter 

. | } AN Gi - | ) \ : 
Balance can Wve” Y AN W serving as 

Sy Y \ Ye : 
thus be es- \ | i. —S 7 AW Y my} an axis,— 

7. a fy, io. 
tablished for Va (BMX \ WAM IZ Nf we obtain 

the whole \ \ \ ~ \ SA am decorative 
: \ NA \ /S,, ZEESSS 

composition, N\ AY Wp ) 1 (| Vy Ay ZZ symmetry: 
: NF ON S/F Lee > : A 

upon one or { Br \OZZ: 4 BEE VN ys that is to 
fi, SLE FUZZ 4 

several axes. \ Y <= PP “be : NS say, all that 
I\\ San iff ? eg 

But these Me Wo") AS 7 LAAN is found on 

considera- nN ) hy ip) J geF Wy / the left of 

tions are “SS Zama 7 the axial 
_ SS a yy . 

somewhat “<a eT diameter, 

onfused ——— willbe found 

with those again re- 

which are to follow, and which concern versed on the right of the axis. 

the principles of composition previously Naturally, decoration can be symmetrical 

explained. with regard to one or several axes; as we 

The essentials of symmetrical composi- shall find later by reference to our illustra- 

tion are so well understood that it is not tions. In the head piece of the present 
95 

Sp sat rae ee amu A acetone rae 95 steam reenter 
Poe <7 ith, = GOS Ea o J fe CsA Gey Py WS aS ea 

Ob A Io cen.. ome, ot IY ae CORY ee te. ONL x Lar A). es NO Let ia, game Ye | 
be So EL pa cf) ; % ee fe ee) 

Ie tes NG ap Lhe Jat ere Cn 
17, OD i pene Of Cy i? ne 8 i 

AE AGG ee a “a Nh Bas oe > <i ~~ ER 
Nl £424 (big Dy SS tii Be ee hk oe WU ZF BED Se. 7 AS | 

wm Zhe o oon wu OO 5 eS | PRN: Ve 
WN Gr IN ee ee gaan a pe pei Ne es Ai Ne 

Qo : Pay ee ee Vo soe TS A 
Uae oes rere ane Ree tite retin ek RRC ete i ath AA 

IN ee ee 
Rm OS Fo Mimbo tin enna at a pe leper niente "li 
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article, the central composition is symmetri- of form. Another method presents itself, 

cal with regard to a single vertical axis. which may be described as follows: Under 

This is the most simple, as well as the a decorative motif of symmetrical construc- 

surest and most rapid method of balancing tion, there passes a secondary motif which 

a composition. The desire of giving is non-symmetrical. A mixed effect re- 

variety and spontaneity to designs sults; giving to the design an appear- 

which are somewhat too regular and . ance of fancifulness, which stops 

precise, quickly causes the artist to short of confusion, because of an 

seek other combinations. Thus oo existing basis of order and har- 

partial symmetry follows. Pe mony. Examples of this method 

This latter condition is il- (« 3 occur in our illustrations of 

lustrated in the right hand (OA GS \ certain designs by M. Mucha. 

motif of the headpiece. 1 cy Lo A final method resides in 

The two flowers are ab- as De a free composition ; the de- 

solutely symmetrical SF signer being restricted 

with regard to the vertical axis. But, on to no other consideration than that of ob- 

the contrary, the stems and the leaves, no taining a good result, while following the 

longer obeying the same law, break the mo- dictates of his own imagination. 
notony of the composition by introducing We shall now pass in review the different 

an unforeseen element. It is not necessary series, which have been variously treated by 
to say that the axis can cut the composition several artists, who have inscribed differing 
in various directions, and, pass, for instance, ornamental motif's in similar spaces. We 
diagonally through the square. shall again deal with the principles of com- 

Still there exists a certain stiffness, even position which we have just enumerated. 
in partial symmetry, while false symmetry M. Dufréne prefers a middle way between 
necessarily gives a greater freedom to the — thedirect interpretation of natural forms and 

composition ; although often leaving it that the realistic treatment of forms which are 

air of fine balance which is so agreeable to purely conventional. He employs the flower ; 
the eye. But, in this case, the symmetry is buit the flora that he loves is peculiar to him, 

only apparent, and if equal masses and like and can not usually be directly connected with 
values balance themselves with regard to an Nature, even as interpreted by artists. His 
axis, it is meanwhile easy to discover that the _ plants are works of the fancy, without having 
symmetry ceases here, Pp | BESS in their composition 
and that the drawing Ai wee that element of unreal- 
and details are wholly \f cs Np SS ity which the imagina- 
dissimilar to one an- tA - JV iS tive oftentimes do not 
other. These condi- SQV Se 3 know how to avyoid, 
tions are illustrated in Sis = be and which becomes the 
the left hand square pesune ty Me Aves source of unpleasant 
of our headpiece, and, in this case, we deal surprise. The plants of M. Dufréne do not, 
with symmetry of mass, not with symmetry but they might, exist. They are constructed 
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rationally ; they do not shock the spectator; anced, and, in order to give the eye a certain 
they appear to be derivedfromNature. From confidence, a false symmetry has been estab- 
this flora lished ac- 
the artist [|-. c= <C> Si CYA cording to 
obtains ex- (aR Keay an axis 
cellent results, with- Saas Keyn passing through the 
out, however, devoting him- Ss fy yer) two floral groups. The two 
self to one system; since one of -\S VAG i S/ curved stems between the prin- 
his designs which we illustrate is \1 Canty cipal and the secondary leaves 
built upon pure linear forms. Sy) assist in this effect. Let us further 

The rectangular composition of M. VW if) note that the cirele is here ornamented 
Dufréne is the lid of a jewel-box deco- \W with elements taken preferably from 
rated in lacquer. His structural system curves. It is a question whether this 
is simple, and admits an axis parallel to \"f treatment results from intention, accord- 
the longer side of the space. The decora- ing to the principle maintained by certain 
tive arrangement is symmetrical with re- decorators that a cirele should exclusively 
gard to this axis. The masses are well receive decoration based upon curves; or 
balanced, and the solid composition quite whether the artist, caring little for systems, 
homogeneous. The ornament, in graceful, sought primarily effect and his own visval 
sweeping lines, covers the given surface, pleasure. 
showing, however, several interior open In his triangle, which is a portion of a 
spaces. mosaic of tiles, the artist derives his decora- 

On the contrary, ———_______———___, tive elements from 
in the circle repre- the unreal flora that 
senting a lace doy- (Oxe is so dear to him. 
ley, M. Dufréne has A ne Y es r The composition is 

reserved a vacant ane 5 here solid, entirely 
center. The use for ( a A NG dt fillng the given 

which the design was bY “ fi ie space. Further- 
intended, indicated C5 K Wed more, it is symmetri- 
this treatment as the ie) es eal, and extremely 
most natural one to Bs | well arranged, with 
be followed, and the KQ NOD careful adjustment 
artist accepted it SS ‘Seg of masses, values 
without hesitation. QOS s $ Xe and tones. It offers 
In this case, the or- SEK ew an agreeable har- 
nament is limited by QA a mony of line and a 
two concentrie et AAD oeneral effect with- 
cles, but it is in no Destens Dy Ae Mehe out dryness. 

wise symmetrical. This fault might, perhaps, be attributed 
In this piece the masses are finely bal- to the decorative motif for a tympanum, 
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designed by the same artist. But this de- and fauna attract him equally, and from the 

fect, if such exist, is the result of the pure elements drawn from these two kingdoms he 

linear forms cow ence 
Boe? i 1 RSE a) Re. oO BES e?. : es > 

here employed. PSeeee: NON dent results. In 

Moreover, the See Seen ORS re his rectangle, 
: = 4 i 
lines are successful, SS eee Ae asson ss the arrangement of 

: LEN SPSS Sa & : and the symmetrical compo- NS NY AY Wa the ornament is double, so 
aye e . . ref ¢’ o 

sition perfectly assimilates the XN Wy i? / to speak, and a part of the area 

given space, ornamenting it in a \ Yi is left free from all decoration. 

pleasing manner. N j, A first motif consists of a double 

M. Dufréne, in these four composi- \ ‘j and symmetrical unit of two con- 
; : f ‘ VW : ‘ , 

tions, has evidenced his usual skill, and \ Wy) torted lizards relieved against a second 

we find in each one of them the qualities \ motif of foliage, localized into a definite 

of an imaginative artist who is able to | | form. Here the general design is syim- 

restrain himself from childish exaggera-  ~ metrical, according to an axis parallel to 

tions, to which many artists have abandoned — the shorter side of the rectangle. The whole 

themselves, in the delusion that they were is extremely decorative, and well balanced as 

creating a style. to line, lights and darks, voids and solids. 

It is one thing to create a style, and quite For the ornamentation of his circle, M. 

another to give style to one’s works. And Benedictus, like M. Dufréne, has chosen 

if M. Dufréne can not claim the honors of — curved figures. Dividing the given surface 

an inventor, he is able, at least, to give to into three equal parts, he has employed a 

his decorative designs a character which motif which appears to be three times re- 

belongs to them alone, peated. But it is only 

and which, gradually oer sf 5 an illusion, a false re- 
} Z \/ >. : 

growing stronger, will OCR NV BOS semblance; for, if the 

serve to make known aut \") co EN . foliage and the stems 

the personality of oes A (G s) y, Lory are identical in the 
3 -: {oO ZT ENA RAY Fon Bw 

their author. e VAS OGLAZ three cases, the flowers 

amaniahiie: ns wm J a. 4 iffer. eac! ime, ¢ M. Benedictus, it ‘ A Gy AS 7 <4 , differ, each time, and 

would appear, sceks | (S- He —< present variety, there bid = 
also to impart to his ‘ 7) Qy A “a YP ; where the eye, un- 

compositions, a spe- ” AG o SS fo warned, perceives only 

cial distinction. His s eG ((4S ANS 4 a simple repetition. 
: ‘ 5 (LO & 4) y aN . conventionalism is SQN vy, Ieee, The result is not 

easily recognizable, S vAA without character and _ Ss “exw, A va” ¥ 
and although he does 2 SaSee” effect. 

not limit himself to In the triangle, the ‘ Designs by M. Auriol ‘ 
the resources offered scheme 1s, less frank, 

by Nature, for the most part, he derives and, perhaps, less successful. Undoubted- 

thence the principles of his ornament. Flora ly, the localization of the leafy masses in 
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the angles is a fine method of treatment, sition, in the sense that in the same design 

which leaves the center of the composition he confronts purely conventional forms with 

free and clear; but it natural elements 

is to be regretted that VAY LG | \ kaeke scarcely translated 

the stems which, al- og 3. i Sek trd A from realism. A floral 
os : Phos a Os Ola ‘ though remaining in- |p ee NS. wes Sick Dy decoration, almost 

side the exterior tri- [4 ; 2 I FOr) naturalistic, may oc- 

angle, appear to de- ft be; = m7 Sez si cupy the first plane 

form it by exceeding of the design; while 

the limits of the interior triangle, to which a simple scheme, thoroughly conventional, 

figure the ornament is almost entirely re- sometimes very dry and hard, completes the 

stricted. Otherwise, the treatment of the whole. In his rectangle, the artist has 

foliage is full of interest, and the compo- _ treated, in an original and picturesque man- 

sition, wholly without symmetry, is very ner, a branch of mimosa; providing, how- 

pleasing in its freedom. In the ornamen- ever, that the general curved direction of 

tation of his tympanum, the artist—-who the plant should be agreeable and graceful. 

seems to prefer liberty of design to the Behind, upon the background, there winds 

subordination of symmetrical units—has one of the forms of which we have previous- 

sought only to balance the masses of flowers ly spoken, and which seem to be favored 

and leaves of the mimosa plant which he has especially by this artist. It is open to 

chosen as his decorative principle. The de- question whether the two systems—the high- 

sign is charming and cohesive; the lines of ly naturalistic and the purely conventional 

the leaves either harmonizing or contrasting —harmonize perfectly with each other, but 

well, one with the other. the result is not ineffective. 

M. Benedictus is an excellent decorator. In his tympanum, M. Mucha has adopted 

He is able to impart to the natural elements a somewhat less free and characteristic 

which he employs a distinctive style; while scheme. He has yielded to the demands 

his color, full of resource, adds still fur- of symmetry, but yet without abandon- 

ther to the interest awakened by the I. ing his usual ornamented backgrounds. 

composition. ij ae A He here employs effectively his deco- 

In Mr. Mucha we approach a De Yaxogs \ rative theme built upon full blown 

less severe and studied talent, ess roses and buds of the same spe- 

and if his compositions have Ne WG MEN cies. In his triangle, the 

less character than those of he LOX scheme is similar; the ele- 

the preceding artists, they PS 0 <9) a ments only being changed, 

are, perhaps, more com- CS by the substitution of the 

prehensible to the pub- he peU Swe ROAD} <aN carnation for the rose. 

lic, for whom conyen- In his ornamental 

tionalization is a Pesene DYN oa treatment of the 

defect rather than a quality. circle, M. Mucha is emphatic. He believes 

M. Mucha uses a double system of compo- that a circle should be decorated not only 
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Tee a a ae Oa ae 

EE OOO me ¥ ON SNe 7 eS 

: ROSS ear 
with curves, but ag Me ey. Dr of masses and 

also with other com- NG's O¢ Ao Py iow % “cohesiveness of de- 

plete circles. It is thus . pL Le ar f sign. He has succeeded 

that his decorative scheme of cg oy ay y perfectly and, for a rectan- 

violets is bounded by two cir- \e aay. gular space, his decoration offers 

cumferences, which, however, are N (Ee : aN, Y qualities well worthy of attention. 

not concentric. The naturalistic Wee 4g / The three remaining compositions 

elements are, in this case, still min- ‘QA AHA of the same artist are more strictly 

gled with conventional and sinuous \°. % / limited to the exterior lines of the sur- 

lines. \ + / face. In the tympanum, a vertical 

One can indeed give preference to \ LJ 9) axis regulates the symmetry of the 

other decorative schemes over those of | ornament, which is built upon a theme 

M. Mucha. But it must be recognized | of jonquils and crocuses. The princi- 

that he plays like a virtuoso the themes pal effect to be noted in this example is the 

which he elaborates into compositions. marked localization of the yellow notes of 

We now pass to a designer, M. Auriol, — the blossoms, grouped in balanced masses. 

whose schemes, constructed in a severer and In the decoration of his circle, M. Auriol, 

more arbitrary style, are varied in appear- although still basing his theme upon natural 

ance, but ornamental above all other char- forms, conventionalizes them to a greater 

acteristics. In his rectangle, this artist degree, as is seen by his treatment of the 

holds a free although firm hand, employing — flowers and leaves of the convolvulus. Here 

an indefinite, perhaps a conventional flora. the design is symmetrical with regard to two 

His sole care, in this instance, outside of axes perpendicular the one to the other. 

general effect, has been to produce balance This is equivalent to repeating the symmet- 

TEE % Tn ee 

_ Ee ee a eae eee ee ee lI 
BS Sey Se Fre ey Se areas ener a Fal 

B & co Vee ee ew 
i | “.  /ee e WAND SR PETE a 

bd y LG er C 
A Ae ke a, 8 

q ig? Vie ey A AUB shee rete aaa C9] Ba) 
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rical motive four times in the composition. sides, and mect at the top the knot of ribbon 
The design is solid and the extreme conyen- which holds the mistletoe in place. In the 
tional treatment is high- —______________ background, behind the 
ly decorative. en arch, snow is falling. In 

In the triangle the ; se 3 \% the spandrels, dead leaves 
same system of orna- Gis pele are whirling in the wind; 
ment is again employed. oe aw A @ S. while frost, flowers, or 

It is also again symmet- aS av OE): crystals, ornament the 

rical according to a ver- (les % On! border enclosing — the ea NK Ae; De tical axis. AG aie) composition,’ which — is 
M. Auriol here shows jee DRX symmetrical only in the 3h ny ‘ . : 

the various treatments amy Vays general scheme. 

to which he subjects a S055) eZ It is the same with the 
single form in conyen- Seah rsh composition decorating 
tionalizing it, and, also, Sa the tympanum. A bor- 

the great care of balance der of ground ivy ac- 
which he never fails to exercise. The same  centuates the form of the space, the center 

care is evidenced in the examples here illus- of which is occupied by a heavy wreath of 

trated from the work of M. Simas, although eglantine roses. A scroll, arranged in 
the artistic ideas of this decorator are de- folds, fills the tapering space below the 

rived from a wholly different source. He is wreath. The decorative work of M. Simas 

more a product of the schools, and with him is, in general, very architectural, and the 

imagination holds a less important place. two examples which we illustrate will con- 

But this fact does not at all detract from the — firm this statement. 

value of this excellent artist. His works In his circle decorated with septifolium, 

awaken a different, although an equal in- a single curling motif is repeated eight 

terest. / is’ times. ‘The indented leaves of the plant, 

In his rectangle, M. Simas presents ‘Ad RB ys all pointed toward the center, there 

an allegory of winter. First, we re- Ow 3 2 form a somewhat solid decoration, 

mark a well defined design in the [ss Vb =) which grows lighter and lighter, as 

border and the interior division, / Bd it approaches the circumference. 

the latter of which is made bya A m sea ” Finally, in the triangle, the 

round arch. ‘This emphasis a h aM \ »,\ erodium serves as the basis of 
laid upon the design, is a ~ ey, WES: 3 ey y\ the ornament. A plain cir- 

characteristic to be noted (aes 0) ce, cular space is left at the 
in all our examples bor- OIG sé. " Sp \ center, from which three 

rowed from the work /@ae7Za9/ erg Mam \ masses of foliage are 

of the same artist. IAB enh ANT a ANY er Ne thrown out to fill 

From the summit Designs by M. Simas the angles. The 
of the arch a bouquet of mistletoe is suspend- spurred seed-vessels of the plant are carried 

ed; while branches of holly decorate the round the whole extent of the background. 
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Points deserving great praise in these of his work. The labor must not be visible, 

designs are the elegance and the architect- nor the successive attempts be suspected. On 

ural quality of the the contrary, the work 
tone 

composition, as well SOC 9 et must appear sponta- 

as the artistic re- Se 3 neous, produced by 

straint which is everywhere evi- my, wits i one throe of the imagination, 

dent. x El) te and this quality is manifest in the 

In the designs of M. Grasset con- y designs of M. Grasset which are here 

trary principles are noticeable. Inde- wf reproduced. In his tympanum, the 

pendence is dominant. There is no HY artist traces with masterly ease the fra- 

structural composition, and a most sue- gile stems of his poppies, bending them 

cessful imaginative quality enables the at will with the utmost grace, and folding 

artist to master his problems of space and again and again their indented leaves in 

decorative effect. The balance of masses is exquisite convolutions. At the same time 

here carefully assured, but the composition he maintains a perfect balance of mass, and 

is free from all restraint: a fact which does the harmony of the straight and the curved 

not prevent it from having been well studied principles. 

beneath an appearance of absolute ease. In the two compositions of M. Lalique, 

Another detail to be observed in these de- — the structure of the design is more apparent. 

signs is the great simplicity prevailing Imagination of another kind prevails. 

throughout them; as, for instance, two flat It is legitimate in this place and connec- 

colors produce excellent effects, without the — tion to speak of M. Lalique; although, for 

aid of half-tones or gradations. many persons, he is only the distinguished 

This simplicity is delightful in the draw- restorer of the jeweler’s art. And_ this 

ing and the arrangement. The hydrangeas would seem to be a title sufficient to satisfy 

of the rectangle appear to be untrained the most ambitious. But yet it is not 

plants, growing as if by chance. The water enough fer this artist, who is at heart a 

iris, with fully expanded blossom, and decorator, anxious to develop to the high- 

lanceolate leaves, is presented with care- est point his gifts of grace and distine- 

less grace. The hyacinths of the cir- tion. Our readers have already exam- 

cle, with their upright, almost recti- ; iY ined the decorations of his house, 

linear foliage, harmonizing or con- AWD which may be characterized as 

trasting exactly with one another, Lg \\, artistic treasure-trove. Such, for 

denote no perceptible labor of y 4 KY instance, are the bas-reliefs in 

drawing. It is indeed one of i Y oH Z molten glass so beautifully 

' the essentials of art to dis- NN K 4 . luminous, which’ ornament 

guise effort, to offer the ; \\ le YP 4 the great street-door of 

spectator only the pleas- . OL his gem-like marble 

ure of the finished ef- Designs by M Grasset palace. 

feet, and to conceal from him the difficulties In our illustrations, he appears in the 

encountered by the artist during the course part of a decorator of plane surfaces, and 
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our only regret is that he is not sufficiently able to permeate his creations. M. Lalique 

represented in our present article. excels in modifying, in simplifying, natural 

In the triangle dee- forms. Every day 

orated by the artist, x we see him transform- 

two cock’s heads are ¢ GS) ing into jewels the 
; : Cy ‘ : 

shown confronting Vix fs wayside flower and 

each other. The con- SEES the most common- 
. . Yrep—e 5) . . 

eniionalZed crests ; MG Ces place insect, which 

and feathers — serve g5 hii) <4 G assume style — and 
4 /if D . . . 

admirably to fill the GON wn A He Ge j dignity by passing 
Sore LS) <) | Cr Qy fi : 5 Ba a 

angles; while beneath oie Sy Ey Cy i through the medium 

the heads, which are “Ove | Me 5 fl of his powerful per- 

full of character, a \ \, } Fs) I/ sonality. 
hae ee fh \ \ KoRUPY ; plain space is re- \ h j hy 

served. The cock, it \ HY \ Ht by 

would seem, is a fa- A ANE 

vorite motif with the 

artist, who often derives from it admirable T the end of this rapid examination of 

results. His use of the same theme will be decorative compositions a single 

remembered in a diadem-like comb, exhibited conclusion is reached. 

at the Exposition of 1900, where a cock’s First of all, one must recognize that, in 

head, exquisitely treated, held in its wide- order to obtain one and the same result, the 

open beak a large, clear, precious stone, a seven artists here represented have em- 

topaz, if we mistake not. In this piece, the ployed various means. Symmetry is seen 

open spaces made by the contour of the side by side with free design, and even in 

comb outlined with extreme delicacy, as well the different drawings of a single artist. 

as the decorative quality of the general This fact would seem to indicate that all 

scheme, gave an artistic quality rarely to be theories of composition are useless, and that 

expected or attained. But the same artist the artistic perceptions of the decorator, 

has produced a similar decorative effect with together with the result obtained, are the 

thetwoheads so only essentials 

imply treated OE iy f value simply treated ; Bo EN iA of value. 

in our illustra- a Oe nO ie / Every  de- 
aye ALE : : 

tion. And this Sy rt ER » 4) signer obeys 
vs a : 

effect proves NSN) CO Vig, yy his  tempera- 
7/ mA fvd es ig ; 

that the value C, SY] ment, and in 
: Soy SHA ns a : and interest of org LJ a, this he does 

a work do not OF cmN\ —T well. M. Simas 
proceed from Designs by M. Grasset prefers free- 

extreme complication. They result rather dom, while M. Grasset composes more severe- 

from the style with which the true artist is ly and coldly, using more regular and tra- 
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ditional methods. He has recourse to sym- higher one, if, eliminating his own prefer- 

metry and repetition. ences, he sought to develop in each of the 

Method is nothing. Result is all essen- young talents confided to his charge, the 

tial. This answer should be made to the sense of individuality and character, to 

champions of system, who confine individ- heighten qualities which later, after long 

uality within a field too small to allow suffi- and painful struggles, might manifest them- 

gient freedom for its development. It is, — selves brilliantly, before their possessor was 

indeed, easy to learn to compose with accu- himself aware of their existence? 

racy: to balance line, mass and color. But , It might, perhaps, be even desirable that 

how much more difficult it is to find an artist an art teacher should lack strong person- 

really worthy of the name, who is able, not ality, provided that, thoroughly acquainted 

merely to fill a given space, but, also, to with the technicalities of his subject, he 

impart to his design a distinction, a style, should seek, not only to transmit his knowl- 

which is the peculiar property of his genius. edge to his students, but also to develop their 

‘The occurrence is rare, but it is not impos- special aspirations; as in this case, his own 

sible, as it is proven by our illustrations. too strongly pronounced qualities would 

For an amateur even, however ingenuous “ no longer oppose and obstruct the prog- 

he may be, can never mistake a Grasset go ress of those whom he would lead. 

design for an Auriol, or a Dufréne i But we are far afield from our orna- 

fora Mucha. And the reason for  ¢ } mented triangles and circles. Yet 

such clearness resides in the fact aw ( this very digression is an object- 

that these artists have been able = lesson in decorative art: one 

to acquire that rare posses- J Q \ : BX which could be extended with 

sion, distinction. 3 profit. By thus enlarging 

An interesting subject > = our area of observation, we 

for study would be the 4 Aw. hope to present, not only 

respect for personality Al Mh \ designs by French 

in artistic education, 1 | it A artists, but also those 

and the means MV ns i ‘it NN : i 7 of decorators of 

adapted to de- Design by Jalan other nationali- 

velop, to excite this individual character, ties. By this means, our readers will be en- 

without which every artist is stricken with abled to study different methods of solving 

mediocrity. Undoubtedly, it is well to com- an artistic problem, as, also, to examine from 

pose faultlessly. But often one sees teach- the same point of view the resemblances and 

ers of art shudder with indignation at the the differences presented by the various 

sight of a design which is outside the ordi- schools of decorative art. It is advanta- 

nary type, which ignores formulas and  geous to see the same form or space treated 

creates a blot upon a uniform area of work. successively by French, German, English 

It is natural for a strongly original master and American designers, all of them excel- 

to attempt to infuse his own personality into lent in their profession. 

his students. But would not his task be a But our ambition is higher still. Not 
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content with this project, we hope, not in- It would be imprudent and useless to at- 

deed to reveal, but, at least, to indicate and tempt to reveal the wealth of these riches, 

emphasize those resources of the decorator which are inexhaustible. But it is hoped 

which are as yet too little known. We al- that through the study of certain types, 

lude to the infinite treasures of Nature. some enthusiasts, extending these researches, 

Only too often the artist, pressed for time, will be enabled to increase the already known 

and oppressed by routine, keeps jealously to resources. 

the beaten paths. The floral kingdom alone Beside the world of insects, there lies the 

claims his attention, and even then it is to a world of birds, of fishes, and the world of 

chosen aristocracy that he addresses himself ; microscopy. Our project is to touch lightly 

since there are a thousand little blossoms, and consecutively upon each of these sub- 

delicate and various in form, which are neg- jects. 

lected by those who do not wish to see them, If the animal in its entirety does not in- 

or who can not appreciate their charm. vite the artist, a thorough examination will 

Mosses, the white nettle, and other humble — yet reveal in the details, forms either exqui- 

growths invite study and wait to be conven- _ site or strange, sometimes unique, and often 

tionalized. And, outside the floral kingdom charming, which decorative caprice can 

there lies the realm of insects! What forms utilize and raise to an artistic rank until the 

are there! What sumptuous color-schemes present time monopolized by plants and by 

in which all boldness and all harmony are the animals regarded as of noble type. 

successfully attained! From Brazil and The days are past when the lily, the iris, 

from the Congo Free State we obtain the the poppy and the eglantine rose seemed 
richest, strangest, most diverse forms of alone worthy to enter into decorative de- 

life, capable of satisfying the most exacting sign. Also, beside humming birds and but 

dreamer. In these species the most precious terflies, there exist other insects, and we 

substances: gold, silver, enamels, deep-toned promise ourselves the pleasure of examining 

velvets, seem to be used in profusion in order Many such within the limits of these pages. 

to charm and dazzle the artist. “ a] Decorate” eeu 
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A FORGOTTEN ART. BY ISABEL ote : : 

MOORE gl 

, 4, 
HE romance of the sea finds varied a 

expression, but perhaps none is so ‘i i sag 

weighted with the lingering memo-~ fas a ¢ 

ries of old tales and gallant deeds, oe gnc 

so imbued with the fragrance of the “salt 4 ee SS 

sea, where the sea gull flies,” as the figure- ies eS S 

heads of those wooden ships that in former le Nae i 

times bore the British sailor and soldier ia 4 BE 

across the wide waters of the world. os =~ en vf 

The passing of wooden ships saw the "7 (A Seed fed 

passing of the art of figure-head making. , <o. a mee 

These fine old pieces of ornamentation were aes a 

not, as is generally supposed, carved from : 

solid blocks of timber ; but were built up, bit a : mes 

by bit, cunningly devised and fitted, by men { 7 

PP WACAr tac Wet Oe Figurehead of H. M.S. Edinburgh 
wey | 

eS le Bia whose devoted lives were inspired with love 

\ ay é B ie Ni for the creations of their craft, and who, in 

bs ee e~™ o\ Mal company with their work, are now almost 

bee i. uN forgotten. 

Se * ey a In a half-deserted way the officials of the 

oh i ei de VR English Admiralty have recognized the 

x nS 4 a B' <tr as great historic value attached to such figure- 

i es ee Wa, Me heads as survive—especially figure-heads of 

be y Pa oo ° ’ x famous men-of-war—and there are in the 

: : ~~. iW Royal dock-yard of Davenport, England, 

: s ‘ 5 ‘ = =a number of them, more or less promiscuous- 

ant ae ee ly piled up in sheds, that form a sort of 

bate a nautical museum, but the finest and most 

ES = om ¢ | valuable are in the possession of private 

Ne 2 ok se, : Mf =o owners, such as Castle & Sons of Baltic 

on Ss “ a 2G. a | Wharf. Within a stone’s throw of the Tate 

ae. 7 ms Pict a a Gallery, gazing with far-seeing eyes across 

— Ae) ee - Tae one of London’s great thoroughfares, stand 

Ve “aa 2 ” ns : several colossal and silent sentinels, who, in 

. eee es ‘A XW ; 1 i former times, have faced gale and hurricane 

Gone Sane eng orcs j ; unflinchingly, and plunged through un- 
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: a ——- — a 
: i. SSS ESS —~< S 

N se a) r ale es ee eS gr ee 
<a “ed ~ e.. oie ~ “ Ret 

is i SoS LS 20h A: G eee ae ORV at al - Wh Wola foe “Goa a 
r ae Dic eS ae . < 

\) * a So ae nS 
<1 ee Py > TK Sag 2 | 

ee ae. mney | s 
ya eins yh OY Ss vig Beek) ea ee 

a GE a Pe as ee, te 
Le Sew) a ae ae | we. 4 oe 

sb ee eo, ae BSF 

S ie eye |! Tyee 
— tl. Us T!lLlUe 

i 7 at . & ‘eZ we np ESS lai ae ‘ ; 

pase ip \Tye “Abe. fe 
saan ie SS 
ay 2? |! raps Ss OR B +3 oy LES ae ee E 

wh b / & i 2 AS a. Ro 

emma “Wheel \ ee tee 
Loft of Messrs. Castle and Sens, Baltic Wharf 

. 8 
. eure 

¢ NS mee 

| 5 . 

tii eS, Ea . Be: a 

err) i , oe 
Hf ae es 

\ AL TS - ue 

me . a ar oa Sieeaeadeatl ate rs 

ss ans 
Snuffing the breeze across a London thoroughfare Messrs. Castle and Sons, Baltic Wharf, London, 

Main entrance 
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EAS ei nae Ts ee : in the office loft, where finished garden seats 

pera STF fe E 8 OR oe made from old ships’ timber are on inspec- 

eke ade. ou ee ass | tion. Strange fate is it for such weather- 

BR EAKIG j f re 4 BD i r beaten and hardy planks and blocks, brine- 

SZ oT aL ald to ee tee ret 7: steeped and seasoned, to find a resting place 

e , Ses ‘ soe: in their old age upon peaceful lawns or un- 

4 a Oe 2 Ju der budding hawthornes. Among the newly 

ve Na _ finished garden seats in the loft, are yet 

pe ao * ey '| other figure-heads,—each with its own bit 
agers = } Lu it | of personal history and of unique experi- 

f a a 7) : aM i K , é ence. Above them, on the rafters and upon 

nd i OM A ANd x} Fi the walls, are the name boards of every ship 

a mec aS RY & b ed || that has been broken up by the firm: a record 

sada W id 4 4 that, in its suggestion of romance, is hardly 
eee ga ee | excelled by any record of the sea; for not 

7 i Stan aa only are ancient men-of-war and_anti- 

g I ; 5 B = quated sailing ships brought in to be broken 
(oe) , : “ee | 

a a/b fm f 

7 ne me aN mena er gee 
E — a ~ a 

Alone in his neglected corner Fi aa - aC = 

known seas. They now guard the dock- Ef WN \: ma BK. he 

yards of a man who loves them and has saved ie af PN aes a 5 yr '— 

them from destruction. Within this do- a\\ i cS =\ Y : i ey 

main each of the motley crew of sea-farers Net Se 4 7, sy t 

has wisdom in his uplifted face and his value - wy ‘ vy aX wi as Va 

is enhanced by the strange mystery of vi- Fg 1 yea ™~> LY 3 

cissitudes. At their feet, all unheeded, lie : at oy ey a 

piles upon piles of dismantled lumber cut [|= eee ae, ; ieee oe 

into lengths, and odds and ends of drift- = bs A ee tat i 

wood that ultimately give forth their won- § wae ee ee Pgh 

derfully colored flames in English fire- Mabie 0 et ‘ Pi My a 

places: for, in their practical moments, . ei A J re 

Messrs. Castle and Sons sell for commercial it = wh Ps 

purposes the wooden walls of the British ete, cee 

navy. ' 

Another aspect of the prosaic side of : P 

these Admiralty shipbreakers is to be found A group of ancient friends 
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up, but, also, wrecks picked . ; pm at 

up adrift, or dislodged from iD f ii q. : : fa, 

reefs, where they have found- aie ree ‘i #.% : A . J : 
x e % THE oe be ee oe MANTELPIE 

ered, and actual derelicts from ie as nahi 

which have vanished every ves- | 

tige of humanity. All that is 2 a a) pio” 

now left of their actual sub- i ak 7. <a 

stance is an occasional figure- *3 ‘e 

A the y attrac- Sa % E - _ Among’ th may attrac i i se a oy 

tions of the Baltic Wharf col- ie FES h mt 

lection is what is called “the oe & an eRe i gs 

Téméraire mantelpiece. It P aes \ aia Ha i 

was made from the mahogany f fj i. 2 ie Yi ‘ 

taken from H. M. S. Royal | ee SS ae rom oya ad na a ol) m 2 

Albert, one of the last three- Ay & a So ee 

deckers built for the British OAC a Genie 
: SSS eee 

Navy, and it is inlaid 7 ete: ae 

with oak, recovered from the gy 
wreck of the Royal George, The Téméraire Mantelpiece 

' Oe er ag which foundered off Spithead 

x ce ia in 1782, with Rear Admiral 

os "5 cae os h Kempenfeldt and “twice four 

ei 5 et i eae rs es ¥ hundred men on board.” At 

3 Ln on 3 5 either end, the mantelpiece is eer P 
- > ee oe supported by a figure of 

, id , rd , ee 4 : yf Atlas, the actual figures taken 

E\ a “= Pa, from the stern of the Témé- 
ri = 

y ‘y p |) eee raire, the hardiest fighter of 

ve 7 A cf ~ 4 the British ships at the battle 

ee iS 3 sa 2 y of Trafalgar. She was broken 

| * 5 Le : Sa y up in 1838, and Turner’s cele- 

hy, ES ee “Sie Ya brated picture of her last berth 
eo 1 RoR ey on E 

(es ey 5 E ya has served the double purpose 

2 Bet ay Ge it a: ee of enhancing his fame and of 

pS we A: i B perpetuating her renown. 

oh ; f pon That there is inspiration to 

i ia fe , om Wa Ass be found among these memo- 

‘3 nT b ae ries of “those who go down to ‘| g 
Two nameless boon companions the sea in ships,” is shown by 
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the fact that several eminent marine artists, the sailing vessels of the Mediterranean 

among them Wyllie, have gone to Baltic where the semblance of the Virgin, Star of 

Wharf to paint their pictures; while as long the Sea, and of Saint Nicholas, patron of 

ago as 1879 there was exhibited in the Royal mariners, protect some favored barque from 

Academy, by H. Stacey Marks, R. A., a the fury of mistral and scirrocco. 

picture representing two old naval pension- Among Mrs. Moore’s illustrations that 

of the “Téméraire mantelpiece” has the 

jg greatest general interest, since it is asso- 
oe ie Ef Lo >. ciated with Lord Nelson and Turner. In 

/ w %S E Eitan oN this instance, too, the carving is of unusual 

mS ees y : ei merit ; the two figures of Atlas being quite 

fey: Ag ; wae \ within the classic type, and wrought in the 

Wa bd Pi aie style of the wooden statues of the seven- 
ie % Ln mae % ., teenth and eighteenth centuries, which are 

i pr tt ieee |, found in such profusion in the churches of 
> Fae A, » Sec the Low Countries. 

Per Ge & io i Fie | Another interesting figure is the one 

as re 2 Y i i characterized as “Alone in his neglected 

NE 4 ara \ ’ corner.” It represents some English ad- 

Be Vee Get miral, as is shown by the truncheon borne in 
: ¢ ~ j the left hand. The rich dress, the ornate 

an details of which are much more pleasing 
é than if they were treated in the harder, more 

ers looking up at the figurehead of H. M. S. unyielding medium of marble, shows the 
Edinburgh. ‘The title of this picture, “Old subject of the portrait statue to have been 
Friends,” indicates the loving associations also a Knight of the Golden Fleece. 
that linger on among the ancient glories of A third figure described as “gazing with 

a handicraft that has passed. far-seeing eyes” has the face and expression 

of Sir Galahad in quest of the Holy Grail. 

It represents some crusading sovereign, or 
[sprror’s norr] it may be King Arthur himself. The face 

T is comforting to know that human of a strong Northern type, is rendered with 
I endeavor resulting from zeal, intelli- real artistic power ; while the storied corslet 

gence and artistic skill, is never lost. and stole, with their figures and ornament, 
This is proven, in one instance, at least, by give equal evidence of good craftsmanship. 
the action of Mrs. Moore in collecting the Altogether, this collection constitutes in 
information and illustrations with which she itself a small marine museum which should 
has provided the readers of The Craftsman. be preserved intact as a memorial of the 
The picturesque figure heads of which she days when romance colored sea-faring life, 
writes, have largely disappeared from the and steamship trusts were things of the 
great waterways of the world, except from distant future. 
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CLAY MODELING. AN APPRECIA- blazed. They were craftsmen and not 

TION OF ITS VALUE. BY C. VAL- ashamed of it, and they put art into the 

ENTINE KIRBY humblest utensils, considering them worthy 

of their skill. Donatello was equally skilled 

& H, yes, making mud pies,” and in the art of working in clay, marble-cut- 

() the visitor’s face beams as he ting, wood-carving, and the chasing of pre- 

enters a modeling room, for al- cious metals. 

though clay properly handled is Ghiberti and Cellini sketched in clay and 

not mud in any sense, there is something so wax the thoughts which found permanence 

delightful about it, that visitors almost in- in gold, silver, or bronze. And there are 

variably recall their mud pie days. Clay, _ still in existence little clay studies of human 

however, becomes mud only in the hands of anatomy which Michelangelo executed, in 

the most inexperienced persons. In its preparation for the marble statue. In 

proper condition it is the cleanest plastic building up the form in clay, he built up a 

medium known, and the most valuable in all 

the world as a means to develop skill in 

craftsmanship. 

Out of clay our remotest ancestors ec 

fashioned their rugged vessel forms and a 

scratched: crude designs upon them, or 

created the grotesque semblance of a god. be ee 

The discoveries of clay works among the ie 

remains of the earliest savage tribes, in all 

parts of the world, would indicate that clay Figure I. Modeling tools 

was not only universally used, but that its counterpart in his own mind, and in the 

use antedated drawing and painting. block of marble which might have had no 

In our plan of art-education to-day, meaning or value to others, Michelangelo 

drawing has a firm place and rightly so, but saw a slave struggling for freedom and 

clay modeling as a factor of true culture released him. 

has not yet come to its own. And yet, The best art schools in this country and 

drawing might better be omitted than clay Europe require clay modeling, and it is to 

modeling; for while drawing is the repre- be observed that those who model, render 

sentative of form, modeling is the actual form on a flat surface better than those who 

construction of form and means personal give their attention to drawing alone. A 

contact with reality. We often wonder at draughtsman may soon forget the model who 

the feebleness of many of our modern artists posed for him, but the modeler is able to 

and artisans, as we are amazed at the con- draw from memory in many positions the 

summate skill of a Ghiberti, a Donatello, a model he has made perhaps years before. 

Cellini, or a Michelangelo. We aspire to Drawing means the interpretation of a sin- 

reach the heights attained by them, but we gle view; while clay-modeling requires the 

are not willing to follow the trail which they actual construction of many views, and de- 
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velops the muscular sense and man’s master It is the purpose of this article to show 

sense of touch. For the hand with count- how clay can be used with very little trouble 

less nerve fibers in each finger tip, is man’s in the school room, work-shop or home. 

only direct means of contact with his envi- They who are training our children, as a 

ronment. With it he becomes cognizant of rule, have no liking for clay, because they 

hard and soft, rough and smooth, hot and are ignorant of its proper care and treat- 

cold, heavy and light. It is the hand which ment. 

models our statues, paints our pictures, Clay is found everywhere, but in its nat- 

fashions our dwelling and constructs our ural state it is rarely available, until it is 

machines, and yet, even in these days of freed from gritty impurities. A pottery 

manual training, there are countless schools _ of some kind is generally at hand, at which 

La eee ; poe ee eee ae 

 ~Fxs { iy 7 
| ea zR ; 

122 ro , 

a of 4 “ ra 
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Figure I. Hand modeled vases, designed and executed by children under six years of age 

all over the country which are training this clay can be purchased ready for immediate 

marvelous member to write and figure only. use, at one, or one and a half cents the 

Clay modeling offers the best general train- pound. The quality of the clay depends, 

ing in accurate vision and skilful handling, of course, upon the quality of the potter’s 

preparatory to a hundred crafts, and it is product. If he manufactures coarse jars, 

so inexpensive that the poorest rural school his clay necessarily will not be so fine as that 

can offer it: an advantage which is in keep- of the maker of high class wares. In the 

ing with these days of craft revival. Sure- latter case, the clay is not only filtered thor- 

ly, people would not willingly withhold such oughly, but it is afterward forced through 

a valuable medium of expression, if they ap- the fine fibers of many heavy canvas strain- 

preciated its value and understood its uses. ers. 
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When the clay is received, it should be the study in a moist condition, a damp cloth 

placed in a wooden receptacle (a common may be laid on top of the model. A good 

soap box will answer), with damp cloths at method is to slide the slates on little cleats 

the top. Nearly every book on the subject into a closet. This is a great economy of 

advises the use of earthen jars, but from space, and many may be moistened at one 

this use great difficulty is occasioned. The time with an atomizer. 

clay on the top is inclined to be too hard for There are some who object to clay in edu- 

use, while that near the bottom is sticky cational work, because they are afraid that 

mud. A wooden case, on the contrary, will its repeated use might result in the propaga- 

absorb the superfluous moisture, and the tion of disease germs. But the Board of 

clay, even at the bottom, will be found pli- Health in one of our largest cities-reported 

able and plastic, without stick- = 

ing 2 or soiling the ee " avai i So ors ) % 

any way. If the moisture ex- eee se t bt “Gy NS 

tend beyond the box to the floor, tf" me} Ne wo (a 
a tin or zine pan may be put on rf ) "i d - Eo = oe y, 
the outside, but never on the A , @ The a) a ig 

inside. ( a ee ee { oH, 

The care of the clay is the La "el “ Sys 

most important consideration, Ss a Of i i ts e ee. 

for if the substance is too wet, t am - y.v Ys : "4 iN Wi ¢ a 

it can not be used, and if it is i es : <M Pe le 

too hard, the children will rebel. Ps eo “ Bs ae, 

Hither the cloth on the top of y bo masa | | ) ra ve 

the clay may be kept moist, or \N i pee. Fi ye 

the clay may be sprayed with an ka ie a a i 

atomizer. A garden trowel is an mince Tiles breparstaretelaeaiodel: with completed band misror 

excellent tool for removing the Ge ean mahogany 

clay from the box. Only the clay for im- that such a result is most improbable and 

mediate use should be handled, for the heat recommended its continued use. If the clay 

from the hands dries it and reduces its plas- is allowed at intervals to dry thoroughly, it 

tic quality. As fast as crumbs accumulate, will purify itself in the process. When 

they should be picked up by a larger piece clay is dry and hard, it should be broken 

to which they will readily adhere. In this into small pieces and if water be frequently 

way no litter will result, and no evidences of added, through a cloth on top, in a few 

clay will remain. days, it will be ready again for use. An oil 

Ordinarily slates, boards, or strips of oil cloth cover placed over any moist model will 

cloth, should be provided, on which to con- greatly reduce the evaporation. 
fine the work. Common roofing slates are Although modeling tools are a necessity 

excellent, and when it is desired to preserve in clay work, it must not be forgotten that 
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it is the feeling in the fingers which should to cost more than ten cents. Kindergarten 

be cultivated, and that tools are made for children do not need tools, but can do their 

the small detail work which the fingers are work with their hands and some pointed 

not able to do. These tools are generally stick, or pencil, for indicating eyes or 

of polished box wood, although some made feathers on a surface. 

from wire are useful in many ways. Good Small children not only develop great 

tools are made from the closest grained dexterity in clay work, but the attempt real- 

woods only, and must be kept clean; for if ly to make a fish, or bird, calls forth such 
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Figure IV. Iris modeled by pupil preparatory to carving. Animal head at right modeled by a boy of fourteen 

any clay be allowed to adhere to them, they — willing attention and awakens such curiosity. 

will drag the clay and injure the model. that parents are delighted to see their chil- 

While the professional modeler has many dren acquiring knowledge first hand, instead 

kinds of tools, one or two will answer for the of from books. Suppose a boy makes a 

young craftsman. A tool from six to eight _hen’s egg in clay, then places a ball upon 

inches long with one end shaped like a knife _ the larger end, which he gradually converts 

blade and the other spoon shaped, will be into a head, thus evolving from the whole a 

sufficient for ordinary work, and ought not duck or a chicken. While the object may 
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be grotesque, it will compel the child to note because we were expected to assimilate its 

the next time that he sees the bird, the exact dry facts, but not so with the child who 

number of its toes, or the shape of its bill, or models the plan of a country, the home and 

whatever detail that gave him trouble. _ sled of the Esquimaux, or the Pyramids and 

Fruit and vegetable forms and those of rep- other characteristic features of ancient 

tiles and birds are a source of profitable Egypt. Thus, our knowledge clings to us 

pleasure to a child, and not mere busy work. as do our experiences. 

After the clay has dried, additional pleasure There is hardly a study from botany to 

may be gained and a feeling of reality geology that could not be made more valu- 

created by allowing the children to color able and interesting, if correlated with mod- 

their studies with common water colors, a eling. In one school, children engaged in 

banana yellow, or an apple red. The mold- studying Physical Geography have mod- 

ing of little cups, saucers and other vessel led the different formations of earth, strata 

shapes, is a valuable exercise. ‘The vases in of rocks, coastal plains, ete. These were 

the illustration (No. 2) were made by six- cast in plaster and remain as valuable illus- 

trations. 

eS It is quite common to discover advanced 

SB Pie te ge boys and girls who have drawn for years, 

i ce ee a and yet show that they are not sure which 

@ j ie: « me lines they have made to represent a form, 

we 3 i Ke te 2 oh and which to afford the background. Many 

ea OM iN aS Se Me BF i i times this feeble understanding of real 

: aD Ms Se . Aj <7 shape lies undeveloped for years, and pupils 

Ba is Fh ys go on making drawings which to them are a 

: confused, incomprehensible mass of lines. 

BPS ure Veey i astee mol Bnd cee yee. They may, for instance, draw a cube in 

year-old children. When the shapes were perspective many times, but they never know 

dry, they were taken to a pottery at which every edge, angle, or surface, as they do 

for ten cents each they were glazed and when they take a sphere of clay which they 

fired. They are hollow, hold water, and are feel is round all over, and which they grad- 

the pride of a number of fond parents. ually convert by tapping different parallel 

If the model is to be left dry or bake, each sides, until the sharp edges of the perfect 

piece of clay must be well incorporated with cube appear. They gain by this means a 

its neighbor, or it will break apart. It must better understanding of a cubic shape than 

be remembered that clay shrinks in drying, results from a hundred drawings. 

and again in firing, and, therefore, the clay A boy starts to carve a piece of wood: if 

model should be made larger than the size he has drawn only and never modeled, the 

desired. 'The benefit to be derived from the block of wood means nothing but the guide 

correlation of modeling with nearly every _ lines on its surface, and he often cuts away 

school study, can not be over-estimated. the very part that should remain. But let 

Many of us have forgotten our geography, him model the form which he is to carve 
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(illustrations 8 and 4), and, as he fashions corrected, the form can be built up between 

it with his fingers, he also fashions the same the proper lines. If the object be a head or 

in his mind. Then the block of wood or any a flower, the planes of the relief will be made 

other concrete substance has a new interest. relative to the plane on the solid object, and 

It is no longer a mere block, but it is the the accented portions will be treated in pro- 

abode of beautiful acanthus leaves or of portion to the height of the relief. 

spring flowers. If the form to be built up is a decorative 

In industrial and manual training insti- arrangement, the tools will be found neces- 

tutions, when boys and girls meet concrete sary to give the large, graceful movement 

form for the first time, clay modeling con- of line, and for modeling the shadow edge 

stitutes the basis for the knowledge of real- of each part. In this work, the hand should 

ity that must later be used in shaping woods move in direct and unrestricted sweeps. 

and metals. In modeling a form in the round, there 

Modeling is the direct opposite of marble- are three ways of securing results. The 

cutting, wood carving or metal work, in that usual way is to work by lines. The model 

the latter processes always require cutting is frequently turned, and the clay work to 

away in order to release form, while model- correspond, so that the lines of each may be 

ing, except in accenting details, is always a compared and made alike. In large life 

process of building up from a smaller to a modeling classes, the model is turned every 

larger form. fifteen minutes, and the students are required 

For relief work we generally make a tile to keep their work in line with the model at 

first upon the slate or board, and, following each turn. 

out Michelangelo’s injunction to “carry our One may also model by light and shade. 

instruments of precision in the eye instead The light falling on both model and clay 

of the hand,” we should endeavor to make work from one side, should give like shadow 

this tile and draw the ornament upon it, as shapes on both. If they are not alike, the 

far as possible without artificial aids. A worker must build here, or cut down there, 

straight edge may be drawn over the surface until they coincide. The third method is 

to smooth it for the design, which should be _ to trust almost entirely to our sense of touch, 

drawn boldly, without fear or hesitation; which will be eyes to us, as to the blind, if we 

since, in this case, there is no danger of will cultivate its delicate power of percep- 

spoiling the material. (When we see so_ tion. 

frequently this hesitation and fear on the For ordinary work the embryo craftsman 

part of the children who draw, we regret it does not require a frame work on which to 

most heartily, for spontaneity is the basis build his clay, providing it be wedged well 

upon which all forms of expression should into shape, but in figure work a skeleton, or 

be founded. In drawing, however, some armature, is required. 

teachers are so afraid that the child will Modeling wax or composition clay is best 

spoil the paper, that they spoil the child adapted to small detail work. It requires 

instead). no moistening, and, after the cast has been 

After the drawing on the tile has beeen made, the wax may be used again. The 
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composition is purchased under the name of When the water seems no longer to absorb 

plastina or plastiline, at about thirty cents the plaster, the mixture should be stirred, 

the pound. As the model is often a thing under the surface, as much as possible, to 

of beauty in the pliable condition, it may be keep the air out, until the plaster has the 

made a joy forever, and every finger mark consistency of thick milk or cream; then, 

preserved by firing or casting. some of the plaster should be poured upon 

Some knowledge of Plaster of Paris cast- the clay or wax, and blown well over the 

ing should be possessed by every one. While surface, so that all air bubbles may be re- 

it is a mechanical process, at the same time, moved, and the smallest recess covered. Now 
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Figure VI. Vases executed entirely by hand 

one must experience both failures and suc- the entire model should be well covered. 

cesses, before he can be certain of the result Coarser plaster will do for the outside of 

desired. the mold. 

The illustration represents one of the After the plaster has been allowed to 

simplest methods of casting. First, there “‘set” for about an hour, the wall may be 

is constructed a wall of clay, about an inch removed, and the clay, or wax, cleaned from 

high and the same distance from the model. _ the inside of the mold, which should be thor- 

The finest plaster obtainable is then mixed, oughly cleaned and dried (placing near the 

dental plaster being most desirable. The _ fire will hasten the drying process). 

plaster should be sprinkled into the water, Vaseline, or some other greasy or soapy 

not the water poured upon the plaster. substance, should be’ applied with a small 
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brush to the inside of the mold, in order to of a friend is not uncommon. These direc- 

prevent the plaster cast from adhesion. tions for casting are only suggestions, but 

When the mold has been thoroughly washed an article on clay modeling would hardly be 

with soapy water, a solution of soda or lye complete without some reference to plastic 

can be shaken over the inside of the mold casting. 

and will answer the same purpose as the vas- In conclusion, I hope that I have inspired 

eline. Now more plaster should be mixed a greater respect for the soil that often 

and poured into the mold, the plaster should annoys us by clinging to our feet ; for it is 

be well blown over the surface, as before, and not only a valuable means for developing 

while the plaster is setting, a loop of copper man’s marvelous, God-given instrument, the 

wire should be inserted at the top for sus- human hand, but when confided to a true 

pending the cast. If there are no undercuts craftsman, it may be made to reproduce the 

in the model, the cast may be pried out at smile of a child or to reveal the soul of a 

the end of an hour, and the same mold will saint. 

answer for duplicate casts. But if there 

are undercuts in the model, the mold _ will JAPANESE ART. BY WILLIAM 

have to be carefully clipped away from the jroRRIS : 

cast with mallet and chisel. 

This is called a waste mold, and when HE Japanese are admirable 

such an one is necessary, it is well to pour a draughtsmen, deft beyond all 

few drops of blueing or other color into the others in mere execution of what- 

plaster ; so that the line of demarcation be- ever they take in hand; and also 

tween the bluish mold and the white cast great masters of style within certain narrow 

may be readily determined. In casting a limitations. 

bust or statue, a piece mold is necessary. 

Thin sheets of copper may be stuck into the As a non-architectural race they have no 

clay model in order to separate the pieces of | general mastery over the arts and seem to 

plaster where necessary; or part of the play with them rather than to try to put 

model may be covered at a time, and the their souls into them. In Europe the exist- 

edges greased, before the covering is con- ence of the other arts is bound up with that 

tinued. When sufficiently hard, these pieces of architecture. : 

may be removed with little trouble. Pro- 

fessional workers in plaster generally use All art must be related to architecture. 

gelatine or glue molds, and these are so It can not exist in any place where there is 

elastic that the casts are removed from them no security. 

with less difficulty than from the plaster 

molds. Earthquakes exercise a most important 

The necessity of a knowledge of casting part in the artistic history of a nation. 

in all kinds of pattern making and many — 

other pursuits, makes the study of modeling Art has to bend before superior sway of 

important, and the desire to cast the hand physical phenomena. 
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A Craftsman House, Series of 1904, Number Two 

A CRAFTSMAN HOUSE. SERIES As the years pass, it is recognized that 

OF 1904, NUMBER FWO neither mental nor physical energy can be 

restored by a few days, or weeks, passed at 

HE peculiar conformation of his some inn, crowded with a throng as motley 

coast, together with certain facts as ever congregated on the Rialto. It is 

of his mountain- and river-systems, known that the means of restoration lie in 

made the New Englander the pion- the freedom, quiet and rest afforded by the 

eer in America of vacation enterprises. He summer cottage, so constructed as to permit 

naturally desired to enjoy at length and to of early opening and of late departure. 

the full the beauties which he half-perceived With the coming and the rapid dispersion 

from a passing train, or during some hur- of this knowledge, the time for making sum- 

ried professional or business journey. He mer plans has been retired from the Spring 

thus established a custom which neither age, —in New England, from the April Fast 

nor long use can stale or make less pleasur- Day—far backward into the winter. The 

able. Within a half-century, the annual month of February has been chosen as the 

vacation period has been recognized as a most propitious period in which to devise 

necessity by all classes of our people, in the scheme of family life for the following 

whatever region of the United States they summer, and this with good reason. The 

may chance to live. January dividends and contracts have then 

But the New Englander not only founded authoritatively fixed the amount of income 

this vitally important custom: his influence to be expected for a twelvemonth. There- 

has done much to fix the time-limits of its fore, the head of the family is never better 

annual exercise. He was the first to scatter able to decide between localities, to choose 

the coast, the mountain side and the river an architect, to accept plans for the cottage 

bank with distinctive summer homes, and so which shall provide for himself and _ his 

to demonstrate their value, or rather, their family the means of recuperation necessary 

necessity, in the economy of our national to their happiness and success. Further- 

life. more, the Lenten season, of social retreat, 
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‘A Craftsman House, Series of 1904, Number Two 

now so generally observed, leaves the mind scape—of the plage, will easily recognize 

free and clear to form purposes, detect diffi the fitness of the scheme to its use. They 

culties and appreciate advantages. Finally, will imagine the house, rising from the yel- 

at Candlemas, there rises the first wave of low sand, altogether suited in contour and 

the “spring feeling,” compelling and irre- color to its background, and projecting 

sistible, which makes us all poets. We recall against a gray atmosphere, its mass of 

that our English cousins are already at their darker gray, accented by a bold, projecting 

ploughs ; that the islands punctuating their cornice. It is, therefore, removed from the 

coasts are now alight and fragrant with insignificant, which is the first requirement 

bloom. So February is, at least, the pro- of architectural success. 

phet and forerunner of warmth, light and But the house is, as well, most habitable, 

outdoor freedom, and it is with these char- serviceable and practical. It is simple and 

acteristics in view that The Craftsman has direct in plan, provided with every urban 

chosen the House plans and elevations which means of sanitation, and placed directly 

are presented as second in the series of under the control of that most efficient of 

twelve to be published in its pages during — health officers—ventilation. 

the year 1904. The house has a stone foundation be- 

neath the entire structure; but the cellar is 

excavated only under the rear wing. This 

HE accompanying designs represent cellar has a floor of cement, and openings 

gh a country house intended for sum- for ventilation are made from it into the 

mer residence in almost any section large, unexcavated area. The foundations 

of the United States; the scheme having are built of field stone, care having been 

been especially prepared for use upon the taken to assure a decided variation of shade 

picturesque island of Martha’s Vineyard, and effect; but, in some places, it would be 

Massachusetts. ‘Those who are familiar desirable to use for the purpose some stone 

with the scenery—the land- and the sea- peculiar to the locality. 
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The exterior walls of the house are en- ing expanses of sky and water. But under 

tirely covered with cypress shingles. Inthe more brilliant skies, a pigment or stain, pro- 

case of the house at the Vineyard,these shin- _perly chosen, might be equally agreeable to 

gles, neither stained, painted, nor otherwise the eye. The shingles must be made from 

treated, have been left to weather to a soft so-called vertical-grained wood. They must 

gray: an effect which is there in keeping be twenty inches long, with a thickness of at 

with the neutral tints of the great surround- least one-half inch at the butt, and be laid 
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eight inches to the weather. At the front, weather; the change from the wood of the 
the cornice line is to be finished with shin- wall shingles being made for the reason that 
gles; the last two courses being cut saw- cedar and cypress, weathering differently, 
toothed. produce, when brought together, a varied 

The roof is covered with red cedar shin- and agreeable color-scheme. 
gles, laid five and one-half inches to the The chimneys are large and simple; add- 
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ing materially to the quict effect sought filled. That is: the rooms are spacious and 

throughout the structure. They, like the inviting; all receiving light and air from at 

foundations, are built of field stones, laid least two sides. 

up in yellow-white mortar, and showing full, The principal of these, the living room, is 

heavy joints: a treatment which, by embed- entered from the porch. It occupies the 

ding the stones deeply in the mortar, gives entire width of the house, presenting the 

the masonry a thoroughly consolidated ap- staircase at the left, and a strong, simple 

pearance ; the field stones affording, further- fireplace at the opposite extremity. This 

more, a vivacity and play of color that can room is wainscoted to a height of six feet 

be gained in no other way. with wide boards, capped in the plainest 

It may be well to add that galvanized iron manner. Above the woodwork, the wall is 

hanging gutters are provided for the entire plastered, while the ceiling shows exposed 

house. beams of cypress, the intervening plaster 

The porch pillars are of chestnut, slight- being left rough, “under the float.” The 

ly tapered from the base and with rounded cypress appearing in the living room, is 

edges. The frieze is of the same wood, repeated throughout the house ; thus afford- 
which, in both instances, is stained to a- ing a unity of base for decorative effects, 

gray-brown tint. The usual porch railing which is essential in a small and plain inte- 

is here replaced by a solid shingled wall, rior. 

serving as a base for the pillars, as well as The stair is protected against draughts 

to protect the occupants from the wind; by a glazed screen placed on the second 

permitting also the porches to be fitted with story. This device becomes decorative 

wire screens. A further means to give the through the use in the screen of glass panels, 

porch-construction air and ventilation is in soft tones of buff, set in wide, flat leads, 

afforded by the floors, which are laid of and showing refined designs. 

pine-boards, kept one-quarter inch apart. The dining room opens from the living 

Also, the construction timber of the see- room, and is also large, light and pleasant. 

ond story projecting over the porch, is Here the wainscoting is but four feet in 

dressed and exposed: the spaces over the height, with the walls above plastered and 

joints being filled in with boards and bat- covered with a decorative canvas or other 

tens, and a three-inch air space left between similar fabric. 

this ceiling and the floor above. The bed room of the ground floor, en- 

The window- and door-frames are of pine, tered from the living room, can, by means 

painted in dull brown, with the sash in an of a slight constructive modification, be 

ivory-white which harmonizes with the gray changed into a study, having a fireplace 

tone of the exterior and is grateful to the opposite to the corresponding feature of é 

eye on a warm summer day. the dining room. Here, a plain fabric in 

If we pass now into the interior of the light indigo blue is used for decoration, with 

house, we find it be satisfactory from an the windows draped in a similar material, 

architectural point of view, in that the showing blue figures upon an ivory-white 

promises made by the exterior are all ful- ground. 
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THE CRAFTSMAN 

The remaining portions of the first story, entire expenses should not, in any case, 

the kitchen, china closet and pantry, are greatly exceed three thousand dollars. 

quite separate and secluded; the provisions a eee ee meant 

for domestic service being so arranged as heen CO a 

not to interfere with the open-air life of the ee 

family. In these rooms the finish is of flat E find in a modern home of 

boards with rounded edges; the walls are the better class peculiar war- 

painted; the floors and wainscoting are of ring conditions, in the adjust- 

linoleum with a narrow molding at all edges. ment of which health and 

The second story, as may be read from comfort are by no means assured. The 

the plans, was designed with absolute regard — more advanced the home and its inhabitants, 

for convenience. It contains three bed- the more we find complexity and difficulty, 

rooms and a “den;” the latter having a ceil- with elements of discomfort and _ potential 

ing with open beams, differing from those disease involved in the integral—supposedly 

of the living room in that they are laid flat _integral—processes of the place. The 

and project very slightly. All these rooms more lining and stuffing there are, the more 

are decorated with simple fabrics, depending waste matter fills the air and settles contin- 

for effect upon good color and simple, cor- ually as dust; the more elaborate the home, 

rect design. the more labor is required to keep it fit for 

The closets are large and conveniently a healthy animal to live in; the more labor 

located; while the bath room is so planned as required, the greater the wear and tear on 

to be used as a private bath from bedroom both heads of the family. 

“A,” or from bedroom “B:” in the latter The conditions of health in a representa- 

case, by the arrangement of drapery over _ tive modern home are by no means what we 

the contiguous arch. are capable of compassing. 

As in the case of the service department We consider “antiseptic cleanliness” as 

of the ground floor, the maid’s room and the _ belonging only to hospitals, and are content 

service bath of the second story are isolated; to spend our daily, and nightly, lives in con- 

but, at the same time, they are easily acces- ditions of septic dirt. 

sible from the kitchen. As to beauty: we have not much general 

The height of the first story is eight and knowledge of beauty, either in instinct or 

one-half feet, and that of the second eight: training; yet, even with such as we have, 

these modest proportions securing better how ill satisfied it is in the average home. 

ventilation and a more homelike effect than The outside of the house is not beautiful; 

could be obtained in a more pretentious the inside is not beautiful; the decorations 

house. and furnishings are not beautiful. But as 

Finally, it remains only to estimate the education progresses and money accumu- 

cost of the structure, which will vary accord- lates, we hire “art-decorators,” and try to 

ing to locality, and thé consequent ease or creep along the line of advance. 

difficulty in securing proper building mate- A true, natural and legitimate home 

rials. But it may be safely stated that the beauty is rare indeed. 
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TABLE SCARFS 

TABLE SCARFS WITH INDIAN DE- 

SIGNS 

HE accompanying designs for table } { 

scarfs are modifications of North 

American Indian motifs. They j 

are embroidered, with linen floss, fi. { 

upon Craftsman linen of natural color, in a FS a 

the manner known as “couching.” This eae Ses sip, i 

stitch serves to outline the design, as well as i me aa. fe } 

to fasten the appliqué of various colors of { ae ‘Se : “_ { 

the same fabric as that which forms the i tt od Foon ae 

body of the scarfs. ; hg i 

: eM 

Number 2 

: ~ : in maroon, with the feather-marks in écru; 

: while all sides of the scarf are hemstitched, 

; instead of being outlined, as in the other 

é Se = ‘O instances, with a “couched” cord. 

a 

Number 1 ' aie i 

The design of number one was suggested : Se ae | 

by “the cross of life.” The colors used in | Bear ca 

the appliqué are burnt orange, maroon and i See & ee i 

dark green; while all outlines are done in i AG ae i 

brown. i ian { 

Number two, the tree motif, shows a color i : i 

scheme of dark green and burnt orange, RRP ie irae abe 

with the couching in dull blue. 

Number three is the ‘Thunder Bird” 

design. In this case, the large figure appears uien 
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ENGLISH INTERIORS 

RECENT ENGLISH INTERIOR which, from time to time, are devised in 

TREATMENTS America. Indeed, they have no need to be 

. described as English, for they would be 

HE schemes for interior decoration recognized as such by the eye of even slight 

here presented, are among the lat- training in the decorative arts. 

est productions of the household In the cabinet work we find here no sub- 

art of England. They are typical tlety of contour based upon plant forms, 

designs; less complicated than the work of — such as occurs in the Art Nouveaw Bing; 

the corresponding French and Belgian nor yet the wavy, non-structural, and, there- 

schools, much more restrained than the ex- fore, dangerous line of the Viennese design- 

amples which reach us from the Austrian ers. There is a pronounced simplicity of 

decorators. They are, furthermore, quite plan which approaches the primitive ; crude- 

distinct from equally characteristic schemes _ ness of effect being prevented by the refine- 
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ENGLISH INTERIORS 

ment of finish and color which are carefully national types, as, for instance, the English 

given to the wood. In this respect, they Coronation seat. 

resemble the best examples of the American The textiles, as regards both color and 

structural style, differing from the latter, design, show the influence of decorators such 

principally in the grouping by twos and as Morris and Crane; of the former especial- 

threes of the upright members, as seen inthe ly in the broad tree-frieze; of the latter in 

legs of the tables, in the backs of the chairs, the hurdle-race of animals, which forms the 
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Figure IV 

and in the railing of the nursery bedstead; pattern for the frieze of the nursery wall. 

also, in moldings of strong profile which The color-scheme employed in the dining- 

form, as it were, the cornices of the backs of — room treatment (Figures I. and II.) is one 

chairs, seats and buffets. Finally, there is of contrast: being composed of a deep-toned 

a touch of quaintness, quite indefinable, but red, combined with a soft green: such colors 

certainly present in one or two of the and contrast as one finds in the petals and 

nursery chairs, which recalls very early the foliage of a rose. 
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THE CRAFTSMAN 

The walls are covered with a green fabric; sufficient to show that a personal preference 

while the deep frieze is red, and upon this is no ground for judgment in beauty. 

color, as a background, the design appears Beauty has laws and appreciation of 

in heliotrope and green, with the fruits of them is not possessed equally by all. The 

the trees in brass. These colors are repeat- more primitive and ignorant a race, or class, 

ed in the curtains, which are of red material, the less it knows of true beauty. 

with needle-work designs in green and gold. The Indian basket-makers wove beautiful 

The red is once more used in the tapestry of things, but they did not know it; give them 

the chairs, which combines agreeably with the cheap and ugly productions of our 

their frames of dull, waxed oak: a wood and greedy “market” and they like them better. 

finish found in all the remaining furniture, They may unconsciously produce beauty, 

and the “trim” of the room itself. but they do not consciously select it. 

Figures III. and IV. present a combina- Our women are far removed from the 

tion of a day with a night- nursery; the primitive simplicity that produces uncon- 

sections being separated by portiéres. scious beauty; and they are also far re- 

In this treatment, a point of interest is moved from that broad culture and wide 

made by the chimney piece with its archi- view of life which can intellectually grasp 

tectural cupboard, and its fire-guard, which it. They have neither the natural instinct 

latter is executed in steel and brass, upon nor the acquired knowledge of beauty ; but 

the same structural plan as that used in the they do have, in million-fold accumulation, 

cabinet making. The central panel of this a “personal taste.” The life of the woman 

guard is, in reality, a door, while the lateral in the home is absolutely confined to per- 

divisions are stationary. sonal details. Her field of study and of 

The woodwork and furniture are here of _ work is not calculated to develop large judg- 

oak, with the color-scheme executed in green ment. She is forced continually to con- 

and cream. template and minister to the last details of 

the physical wants of humanity in ceaseless 

DOMESTIC ART. BY CHARLOTTE | daily repetition. 

GILMAN PERKINS The very rich woman who can purchase 

others’ things and others’ judgment, or the 

HE magpie instinct of the collector _exeeptional woman who does work and study 

has no part in a genuine sense of in some one line, may show development in 

beauty. An ostentatious exhibit the sense of beauty; but it is not produced 

of one’s valuable possessions does at home. 

not show the sense of beauty. A beautiful Being familiar, we bear with our sur- 

chamber is neither show-room nor museum. roundings, perhaps even love them; when 
That personal “taste” in itself is no guide we go into each other’s homes we do not 

to beauty needs but little proof. The — think their things to be beautiful; we think 

“taste” of the Flathead Indian, of the tat- ours are because we are used to them; we 

toed Islander, of all the grades of physical have no appreciation of an object in its 

deformity which mankind has admired, is relation to the rest, or its lack of relation. 
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MANUAL TRAINING 

MANUAL TRAINING AND THE DE- views and working drawings of certain sim- 

VELOPMENT OF TASTE ple pieces of cabinet-making. 

The present article, second in the series 

S was announced at the beginning of of twelve, supplements the first by offering 

the year, The Craftsman will illustrations of a number of objects of 

publish in each issue for 1904, an household furniture which are usually con- 

illustrated article designed to meet structed of wood. These illustrations will 

the needs of amateur craftsmen, such as are _ be followed in the future by still other exam- 

included: among the pupils of our public ples, until a number and variety of pieces 

a 

= 

ES SE YE ag 

c us 

po aeRO ee | 
schools, or yet older persons who turn to shall be presented, sufficient to meet the 

manual exercise as a productive and useful needs of a modest home. Subsequently, the 

means of recreation. lessons, for such these articles are intended 

ee q : 

| ios 
(eS a PT SSSR ce 

a. 
: 

Ses renee ere age teers ri. ; 
The first article, as will be found by refer- _ to be, will be directed toward the production 

once to the January number of the maga- of metal work, and the treatment of simple 

zine, beside announcing the plan to be fol- fabrics as an effective and beautiful means 

lowed in the series, contains perspective of household decoration. 
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: THE CRAFTSMAN 

— ee I- a eae ae 

| CS | | i 
iu Ui 
i Us 

The instructor of the school-craftsman his perception and, at first, disaffecting him 

has before him a task pleasant and easy, if from the object to be created. While the 

it be compared with the difficulties confront- child craftsman comes to his task free from 

ing the older workman who would execute prejudice and eager to employ his restless 

real objects after the models which are here activities, the older amateur has ideas more 

presented. Such difficulties, although not or less faulty, according as he has pro- 

arising from conditions of material or con- duced many or few objects, after the 

struction, are no less hard to overcome than models usually proposed for inexpen- 

if they were of external origin. ‘They re- sive or medium pieces of cabinet-mak- 

side in the mind of the workman, obscuring ing. Thus, by following unworthy 

principles of construction 

= and decoration, he has ac- 

ww) TD quired a taste for false line 

and misplaced ornament. The 

child, on the contrary, in 

’ learning to execute these al- 
2 eS ey ! most primitive chairs and 

tables, receives the rudiments 

| of one of the most useful of 

| crafts, just as in other de- 

partments of his school, he is 

taught the first principles of 

language and of the science of 

numbers. Or, to draw a par- 

# allel from a yet earlier period 

of his life, he may be said to 

lk



MANUAL TRAINING 

and chairs which have so long met their eyes 

ls 4 in shops, in their own homes, and in pieces 

of their own making. They must revert to 

PLAN essentials, to the bare nouns and verbs of 

their craft. They did not begin aright. 

a Consequently they must begin anew. They 

must correct their errors of vision and taste, 

ete eee es before they can appreciate simplicity and 

the beauty which results from the adapta- 

bility of the object to the use for which it 

is designed. 

i ee Assuredly, then, the young 

craftsman has the advan- 

ee | fe cus _{ tages upon his side, and 

fq U ey te) from these rudimentary les- 

[: er eo | oe sons in the minor building 

0 1 [> |Genenaies= |) -art, it is not impossible for 

him to proceed slowly to the 

greater art which we name 

SIDE. EMD architecture; since the same 

follow the lessons in construction here of- principles are involved in the lesser and in 

fered, just as he frames the first sentences the greater. A not unworthy preparation 

of his speech, wherein he uses only nouns for housebuilding lies in the process of 

and verbs: the names of people and things, constructing a chair or table: in the proper 

joined to words expressing the actions or relative placing of verticals and horizontals, 

states attributed to them. That is, in both in a knowledge of the functions of mortise 

cases, he confines himself to efforts which and tenon, and of other structural features. 

are purely structural. He begins aright, This is, beyond all doubt, a better begin- 

and, if wisely directed, will attain a useful ning than the one made by the young man, 

result. who, a number of years older than the boy 

The older persons attempting to work < 

out these problems, in a large number of Cx —> Se ; 

cases might be compared to those adults “ ‘ani 

who, although imperfectly educated in lan- ee a ra 

guage, have yet, through reading and asso- 1 he 
ciation, acquired a fund of expressions and ay ea fi 

constructions which they habitually misuse a , 

and misfit together, with the result of pro- 

ducing in their speech an effect of distress- 

ing vulgarity. Such workmen must there- 

fore forget tle perverted forms of the tables 
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THE CRAFTSMAN 

craftsman, yet crude and inexperienced, - 

enters a theoretical school, in which he de- Ti - 

votes himself to the study of styles like the TT 

Greek and the Gothic, attracted only by eo 

their external ornamental effect, without ai 

having the faintest appreciation of the 

structural qualities which give them their > 

chief and permanent value. It would seem, Ly 

indeed, that the interest now developing 

among educators—among those who de- 

vote themselves to primary public instruc- of its class grew out of the thought of its 

tion—must shortly lead to good results in creator. That is, the constructive process 

the teaching of the higher branches of the must be logical. Every element admitted 

fine and the industrial arts. It would seem must be useful, or rather indispensable to 
that the instructor must begin anew, in the whole. Furthermore, the builder must 

order to begin aright. Especially is this be clearly taught, and then discover by 

true in the building art, whether it be the actual practice, wherein lies that special 
major or the minor, whether it involve the quality of usefulness. He must learn to 

building of a house, or that of the chair or acknowledge the limitations, as well as the 

table which shall add to the habitable qual- peculiar value of the medium in which he 

ities of the dwelling. Each structure must works, and never to transfer a method of 

be evolved from the mind of the builder in treatment applicable to one substance to 

precisely the same way that the first object another quite foreign to its nature. This 

requirement will become plain to the least 

eee critical person who will select for examina- 

tion two mediums of work from among 

those which are most frequently used in the 

PLAN industrial arts: for example, wood and iron. 

It is evident that one must be cut and the 

other molded. As a consequence, the 

i craftsman must not give to his object 

wrought in wood the appearance of having 

been molded; nor must his work in iron 

follow lines peculiar to the 

Ht n 0 wood-treatment, which should 

" i oe always suggest the use of the 

u a : knife. 
The principle of craftsman- 

fl Q = 3] ship—inexorable as one of the 

2 a q laws of Moses—that wood 

SIDE. END should always appear to be 
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MANUAL TRAINING 

cut, is viciously trans- 

gressed by the design- ee 
ers of the cheaper and ey Oo 

the medium grades of VF 
the furniture common- es 

ly sold in the shops. 

Any one can recall the 

balustrade-like effects 

disgracing the backs a Sy 
and arms of the rock- SF 

ing chairs which figure So 

in the vulgar capacity 

of “leaders” on “bar- 

gain days,” in our de- 

partment stores; while 

the visitor to some pretentiously appoint- 

ed flat may remember with a renewal of D Why 

old pain, the moment when, in the twi- LE; Dd 
light of a middle room, he confronted, to Gio es 
the worsting of his own bones, an elabor- Onarga, \ / 
ately molded mahogany griffin, snarling 

at him from the arm of a so-called “Mor- 

ris chair.” But may the soul of the op 
supreme craftsman forgive the sacrilege ey Uh 

of the name! 
NSS 

It may be said finally that the laws of XY J 

Nature must be observed as closely in 

craftsmanship as in life. Material 

created by Nature will not suffer itself to 2 

be misunderstood, and the workman who a 

does such evil will be punished in the off- 

spring of his hands. Nothing that he illustration, should, first of all, receive from 

creates will have lasting value. Therefore, their instructors a lesson, short, simple and 

the children who shall be taught to construct strong, upon the use and the abuse of mate- 

the plain things which are here shown in rials. 
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: THE. CRAFTSMAN 

CHIPS FROM THE CRAFTSMAN It is near the site of the Bastille, and is 

WORKSHOP inhabited largely by workingmen. In sum- 

mer, the sun blazes on the asphalt, while 

HE CRAFTSMAN, closed in his reverberated light from the white-washed 

shop by the rigors of an American fronts of monotonous rows of houses adds 

winter, can no longer work and sing to the general sense of discomfort pervad- 

at his door, in the sunshine, after ing the place. The lovely gardens of the 

the manner of his predecessors in the Middle Luxembourg and the Tuileries are distant, 

Ages, whom he strives in all things to imi- and life seems hard and sordid, even to the 

tate: in enthusiasm for his work, in content- passing visitor. 

ment with his lot, in gaining pleasure from The oasis of this populous desert lies in 

the small things of life. : the home of Wagner, and it were a sin to 

Thus removed temporarily from the view disturb the mind of the great teacher to 

and the sounds of the outside world, de- whom the fatigued and the dispirited of the 

prived of the sight of growth which in itself city come to be refreshed. ‘That he is ab- 

affords companionship, the usually patient solutely sincere in his utterances, that he is 

worker feels himself grow irritable and sad. without thought of self, or desire for repu- 

That which is inappropriate and discordant tation, can be learned from the inhabitants 

grates upon his sensibilities and causes hin of the quarter. For it is impossible to 

to voice opinions which, in a more normal deceive the poor and the humble. At in- 

and happier mood, he could easily repress. quiries made for the house of the Protestant 

Latterly, the current of his thought has pastor, the artisans remove their caps, leave 

been greatly disturbed by the information their work and guide the visitor to the little 

that business enterprise is about to bring the lodge of a concierge who seems herself to 

Protestant Parisian pastor, Charles Wag- lead the “simple life,” in all its spirit of 

ner, before American audiences in the ca- good will and cheerfulness. The Crafts- 

pacity of a lecturer. man will not soon forget the words which 

The Craftsman feels such action to be he interchanged with her, her pleasant, 

_unreasonable, unfitting and almost sacrileg- homely face, and her miniature room in 

ious; for the author of “The Simple Life,” which stood a proportionate stove heating 

when taken away from his surroundings, a coffee-pot scarcely smaller than itself, and 

will be like a great oak which, sheltering a woman sat making a gown; while neatness 

and life-giving in its original place of and brightness everywhere prevailed. 

growth, withers and dies, if transplanted in The people of the quarter, daily sights 

its maturity. M. Wagner belongs to Paris, such as the one just described, the hopeless 

or rather to a particular quarter of Paris aspect of the Boulevard Beaumarchais and 

from which neither curiosity nor commer-_ its tributary streets: such are influences to 

cialism should be permitted to allure him. quicken the mind and heart of the pastor 

This region, far removed from the Champs and to make them yield their most perfect 

Elysées and the Opera, bears no trace of the fruit. M. Wagner should be left to live, 

luxury of the capital of art and pleasure. labor and die among the body of working 
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people to whom he came with that fitness feeling of the other. He has that childlike 

and adaptability which are evidenced in faith in God and humanity which has, sev- 

rare instances in friendship and conjugal eral times, been pictured by great novelists 

unions. Considered apart from them, his in the portraits of French priests. But the 

work loses its purpose, and his utterances evidences of these qualities are so purely 

their point. national, so exquisitely fine, so evanescent, 

Wherein can he minister to the needs or that they must be made in their natural sur- 

the pleasure of an American audience, ex- roundings. They can not continue to re- 

cept to gratify that childish desire to see veal themselves in a foreign atmosphere, any 

the famous, the abnormal and the wicked more than a flower can preserve its original 

which the lower grades of journalism flatter, beauty, a fruit its savor, or a rare vintage 

with the design and—it is regrettable to its bouquet, when carried across the sea. 

say—with the result of becoming rich and ‘These perfections are recognized by M. 

powerful? Wagner’s people who, in return, provide, as 

M. Wagner is no figure to be seen beneath it were, the soil proper for their mainte- 

the brilliant electric lights of a great assem- nance. But once the connection be broken, 

bly hall. The only appeal to humanity it can not be renewed without loss of those 

which it is possible for him to make, is great vital, slender and tenacious roots which 

and fervent enough to lose nothing in trans- reach out from the great personality far 

mission across the Atlantic. His books are and deep into the very substance and life of 

among those which demand to be read by his people. M. Wagner is now the honest, 

the candlelight of the closet and to be stud- sincere exponent of the “Simple Life ;” but 

ied in peace and solitude. He is a modern when he shall have returned from the Amer- 

St. Francis of Assisi, cured from all asper- ican platform, will he not appear to his fol- 

ity and asceticism. But, like his proto- lowers somewhat in the light of a Savonarola 

type, he has wedded Poverty, and he must after the “ordeal by fire?” History shows 

not be made weary or ashamed of his bride. that the Florentines, despairing of the 

His place is wherever the thorns grow thick- Kingdom of Christ, returned voluntarily 

est along the paths of human life, and to under the rule of the Medici. And so may 

interrupt the labors of this Brother of the not the group of modern Parisian workmen, 

Poor is to cause him to commit a threefold who have been uplifted by the work and in- 

error: to wrong his own people, the world at fluence of the Protestant pastor, when they 

large, and, above all, himself. shall fail of a leader proof against mate- 

His great force lies partly in his heredity _rialism, relapse into the infidelity and cyni- 

and proper education, partly in the strength cism which are bred of a hard and hopeless 

which he derives from the sympathy of his existence? 

people, who awaken and keep active all that 

383 best within him. He unites in himself At the end of these reflections, the Crafts- 

certain superior mental qualities of both man instinctively sought comfort. Uncon- 

Frenchman and German, possessing the  sciously he stretched out his hand to grasp 

clear logical thought of the one and the deep the small volumes of Wagner, which he 
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keeps daily upon his bench, side by side with the error, but this is now done more in the 

the implements of his trade. cause of accuracy that from need or justice. 

In the death of Mr. Harvey Ellis, which 

occurred on January 2, The Craftsman BOOK REVIEWS 

lost a valued contributor to its department 

of architecture. Mr. Ellis was a man of HE Perit AND THE PRESERVATION 

unusual gifts; possessing an accurate and oe fp Home, by Jacob A. Riis. 

exquisite sense of color, a great facility in This is a series of four lectures de- 
design and a sound judgment of effect. livered before the students of the Philadel- 

These qualities were evidenced in his slight- phia Divinity echiool dunn gyhen yeas 1008: 

est sketches, causing them to be kept as pee ay ae ened Taye dha 
treasures by those fortunate enough to Bull of Spokane, mn order that the students 

acquire them. of his alma mater might be taught to apply 

‘As a teacher, Mr. Ellis was very success- Christian principles to the social, industrial 

ful, while many of his fellow students, and eon problems of the ess ; 

among whom are several eminent painters Mr, Risis lectutes deal ue ie Sag 

of the country, have acknowledged their ee iH allure ons hee oa 
debt to lin lying in the counsels and criti: from those conditions of family life which 

fiecis which he pave them: have given New York the name of the home- 

As an architect, Mr. Ellis showed style ee eee 

and distinction ; his ability having received current of elogn one ere Books ay 
Tub licheecopnitons ahixcu sieiie) ame or forceful that it holds the reader with a 

the first prize in the design competition for power equal to that pie pial aud dialogue; 
ihe tanh Gt Gereral Geant! for the whole constitutes one of the strong- 

Fite. Bills ae Pastner eareom oem ce est, most practical pleas for the making and 

Japanese art, the principles of which he the preservation of the citizen that have ever 

Ae if been pronounced in our English tongue. Mr. 
assimilated and practised. Altogether, he i i 
i be egret de: re who porered the Rus proceeds with a fearlessness worthy of 

dated fire of penins. his friend, President Roosevelt, when, in the 

precincts of an Episcopalian school, he de- 

nounces the Trinity Church Corporation, as 
The January number of The Craftsman a landlord; asserting that this body, the 

contained a tribute to Mr. John Dewitt strongest and wealthiest of its kind in the 
Warner, in an editorial under the caption country, almost succeeded in destroying, 
of Urbi et Orbi. Reference was then made for the sake of a few hundred dollars, the 

to Mr. Warner’s great activity as a leader whole structure of tenement-house law which 

in urban improvement, and his profession certain men of New York had reared with 

was given as that of an architect. In view infinite toil. To quote Mr. Riis directly, 

of his wide influence and reputation as a he says: “It suited the purposes of this 

lawyer, it is scarcely necessary to correct Corporation to let the buildings be bad, be- 
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cause they were down-town, where the land sus, seven years since, which showed that 

was rapidly becoming valuable for ware- fifty thousand children were left without 

house purposes, and the tenements were all primary education, through lack of room 

to be torn down by and by. And so it was in the New York schools. 

that it achieved the reputation of being the It remains to comment upon the strong, 

worst of landlords, hardly a name to attract direct English of the book, which, as is 

the people to its pews. We had reached a natural, shows both the best quality and the 

point in our fight where we had made good worst defect of the journalistic style: that 

the claim of the tenant to at least a full is, clearness of construction and a too free 

supply of water in his house, though light use of colloquialisms. ‘There is also a sin- 

and air were yet denied him by the builder, gle passage to be regretted, which is attrib- 

when that church corporation chose to con- utable to race-prejudice. In setting forth 

test the law ordering it to supply water in the home as the one source of national life, 

its houses, and won, for the time being, on Mr. Riis writes: “In France, many years 

the plea that the law was arbitrary and auto- ago, a voice was raised in warning: ‘Kill the 

cratic . . . We trembled on the edge of a home and you destroy family, manhood, 

general collapse of all our remedial laws, patriotism.” The warning was vain and 

until the court of last resort decided that the home-loving Germans won easily over 

any such claim was contrary to public policy the people in whose language there is not 

and therefore inadmissible.” even a word to describe what we express in 

In his discussion of the tenement evils and the word ‘home.’ ” 

the remedies for their eradication, Mr. Riis Here Mr. Riis is manifestly unjust; for 

approaches the lines of thought at present if an ambitious, unscrupulous dynasty 

followed by foreign students of sociology; swept the illy-prepared French people into 

differing from these latter in that he is less temporary disaster, the same nation by its 

intellectual and more fervent than they, thrift, its genius for affairs, and its intel- 

although it is just to say that he is no more lectual capacity, has within three decades, 

earnest than the French and Belgians who again attained a distinguished place among 

champion the claims of every man to space, the great powers. Again, if there does not 

sunlight, pleasure and education. exist the equivalent of our English home in 

The four lectures here incorporated into the French language, that much maligned, 

book-form, have titles which, if considered though admirable tongue, possesses an 

as applied to the consideration of means for equally expressive term in the word foyer 

housing the poor, are easily understood. (hearth), the source of which Mr. Riis uses 

The two named respectively “Our Plight in with praise, some two pages earlier, when he 

the Present,” and “Our Grip on the Mor- writes: ‘The Romans, whose heirs we are 

row,” contain facts which should be broad- in most matters pertaining to the larger 

cast throughout the country: such, for ex- community life, and whose law our courts 

ample, as the report of three hundred thou- are expounding yet, set their altars and 

sand rooms without windows existing in their firesides together—pro aris et focis.” 

New York, and the returns of the city cen- If the term be worthy of remark in one 
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language, what should prevent its recogni- and women of two or three generations ago. 

tion in a derivative? Truly, by passage The translation has happily preserved 

through the mouths of the men of Gaul the running, formless style of the original, 

virtue has not yet gone out of it. [Phila- so that the narrative “reads itself ;’ becom- 

delphia, George W. Jacobs and Company. ing at times quite absorbing, since it in- 

Size 714x5; illustrated; pages 190. Price volves disinterested and, therefore, credible 

$1.00 net. ] descriptions of the French and other royal 

courts, of continental society and cities of 

Tur Home: Irs Worx anv Inrivence. the eighteenth and the early nineteenth 

By Charlotte Perkins Gilman. The name century. [New York, Doubleday, Page 

of this author is a guarantee of logical rea- & Company. Size 6x9; illustrated pro- 

soning, sound economical principles and fusely; pages 214. Price $2.75.] 

progressive thought. The reader who 

carefully follows her writings, is repaid by Tue Diversions or a Boox Lover, by 

a most pleasurable sensation. He feels Adrian R. Joline, are evidently the outcome 

himself in contact, not only with a trained of an elegant leisure, grown very rare in 

intellect, but with a person of acute obser- our own times, when men, of large wealth 

vation and of a very unusual power and even, devote themselves to politics, litera- 

clarity of expression. ture, art, athletics, or some other great in- 

Every thought and sentence in Mrs. terests, which demand constant activity. 

Gilman’s latest book rings true. She de- Notable examples of the new type of aris- 

mands no social change at variance with tocrat present themselves at the very men- 

natural laws. She asks simply that do- tion of the word, while the old type lost its 

mestic myths and fetishes be swept away, best representative in the person of Samuel 

to be replaced by methods of life which Ward: the perfect epicure who never dined 

shall be reasonable and scientific. Her ar- well, if he were without his favorite copy of 

gument, based upon biology and ethnol- Horace which he read between the courses. 

ogy, should be studied by all who acknowl- In his preface, Mr. Joline writes that, in 

edge the home as the foundation of the “accordance with the views of an old worthy, 

State. [New York, McClure, Phillips & he has assumed diversions to be “those 

Company. Size 5x714; pages 347. Price things which turn or draw the mind from 

$1.50.] care, business, or study, and thus rest and 

amuse.” In his text he has fulfilled his 

Tue Memorrs or Mapame Vicer Le- initial purpose, and what more can we ask 

BRUN, translated by Lionel Strachey, form of an author than to be faithful to his plan? 

a book, very attractive as a specimen of [New York, Harper & Brothers. Size 

modern typography, and, also, as a sur- 854x534; pages $10. Price $3.00 net.] 

vival of a kind of writing dear to the men 
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MEMORABLE IN THE JANUARY conceived and brought to perfection a 
MAGAZINES structure unique in the world. They will 

serve moreover to heighten the feverish de- 
MASTERPIECE of art-criticism is sire of the many who believe themselves to 

A contained in the article upon Frank be unjustly denied entrance to this Tadmor 
Brangwyn by M. H. Spielmann, in of the Desert. Jesting aside, it is pitiable 

the January issue of Scribner’s. Definite to deprive the public of the means of educa- 
facts, excellent technical points and sound tion residing in these beautiful objects, 
judgments are here offered to the general beautifully placed. But it is to be hoped 
reader who, in writings upon art topics, is that Boston, with its strong municipal pride 
too often left to feed upon the dry husks of and its fostering care for its citizens, will 
studio phrases. Short, comprehensive ultimately acquire Fenway Court, as the 
monographs like Mr. Spielmann’s, with city of Antwerp has acquired the Musée 
illustrations such as accompany his text, Plantin, and open it freely to visitors, upon 
will do more to form a critical public than the payment of a small fee necessary to the 
the scores and hundreds of “art-books” proper maintenance of the place. It may 
which serve and re-serve a poverty of facts seem ungrateful to criticise a description 
with the persistency of a French cook who which, on the whole, is creditable and most 
extends a Sunday dinner throughout the instructive, and yet it is true that Mr. 
week: adding a clove to-day, choosing a Baxter’s article would have gained much, 
bouquet of herbs for to-morrow, and an had it not been written in a so evident spirit 
onion for the day next following. Toward of adulation for the founder of the Fenway 
the end of the criticism, the writer excuses palace. 

himself for having presumed, perhaps, upon 

the patience of the reader by the introduc- Under the head of the “Civic Renas- 
tion of technical details. But the apology cence,” the Chautauquan is printing a 
is unnecessary. If only articles of this series of papers valuable to the general 
kind and rank could become more frequent, reader, who must now inform himself upon 
they might perhaps act as a barrier against all that concerns the national impulse 
the flood of fiction which is fast making toward municipal improvement, or other- 
chaos in the brains of many intelligent men wise remain hopelessly in the rear of prog- 
and women. ress. The paper for January, by Profes- 

sor Zueblin of the University of Chicago, 
The last issue of The Century contains deals with Metropolitan Boston. It is 

an article which has doubtless attracted written in a simple, direct style, from a 
readers from all parts of the country. point of view made tenable by the knowl- 
This is the description of “Fenway Court,” edge of economics and sociology possessed 
the palace and museum recently built by by the author. It is illustrated judicious- 
Mrs. John L. Gardner, upon the marshlands _ ly with views chosen, not for pictorial effect, 
of the Back Bay, Boston. The illustra- but for the architectural or mechanical prin- 
tions show the refined sense of fitness which ciples of which they are the exponents. At 
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the same time, they are picturesque and Any one who shall send three dollars, for 

decorative. They will instruct the visitor one year’s subscription to The Craftsman 

to Boston, by showing him the real signifi- Magazine, stating that he desires enroll- 

cance of such features as the “Park En- ment in the Club, will be added to its 

trance to the Subway,” the “Charles Em- membership. He can then secure, without 

bankment,” and the “Agassiz Bridge on further cost, complete, detailed plans and 

the Bay Fens,” which last illustrates the specifications of any one house included in 

redemption of a tidal marsh and its change The Craftsman Series for 1904. 

into a blooming expanse of upland scenery. Present subscribers may obtain the same 

3 ._ terms by sending three dollars for one 

The Club Woman, under the editorship year’s extension to their subscription. 

of Mrs. Doré Lyon of New York, is a use- The prospective homebuilder need not 

ful and influential organ of a Sa wait until the last issue of the year 1904, 
which has already wrought much good in before making his request for the plans 

our country, and whose eee Bre ee and specifications which he shall choose. 

greater than its eccomplishinents: ane These can be obtained by him within two 
magazine bears evidence of thorough or- months after the date of the issue publish- 

ganization, and of the guidance of a firm ing the house to which they belong, 
and skilful hand. Its table of contents for The “complete plans a specifieaone® 

January contains two articles by residents 4.04 described, are intended to supplement 

of Syracuse; one by Miss Grace Potter, an 4, articles which will be published in The 
intelligent lover of horses; the Second, & © Geattsnia: They will ee 4g epecific ond 

fairy tale of more than usual merit by Mrs. detailed that they may be executed easily 

Flora Wells. by any architect or builder. 

One set of plans only will be sent upon 

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE HOME- request to each member: the various draw- 
BUILDERS CLUB ings explaining every part of the struct- - 

N response to many letters of inquiry ural and mechanical work, including treat- 
regarding the Homebuilders’ Club, ment of heating, lighting and plumbing 

The Craftsman gives the subjoined systems, to become the property of the Club 
outline of the purpose of this organi- Member, and not to be returned to The 

zation: Craftsman. 

Beginning with the January number and The architectural Editors of the Maga- 
continuing throughout the year 1904, The zine invite suggestions of personal prefer- 

Craftsman Magazine will publish designs ence from any member of the Club regard- 

and descriptions of detached residences, the ing the design in which he is interested; 

cost of which will vary from two to fifteen such as those relative to cost, locality and 

thousand dollars: one complete house to be _ site; as by this means, the home-builder will 

presented in each issue. be able to command skill, experience and 

Any one interested in the building of a practical knowledge~ in conjunction with 

home is invited to join the club. his individual inclinations. 
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